
STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE 

LAWRENCE C. KOLB, M.D. ALBANY 
COMMISSIONER October 12, 1976 

Mr. John Martucci 
Local 301, I.U.E., AFL-CIO 
121 Erie Boulevard 
Schenectady, New York 12305 

Dear Mr. Martucci: 

Governor Carey's policy initiative last year to 
administratively consolidate alcoholism and drug abuse 
services into a new agency, the Office of Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse Services, created significant discussion 
among all of us concerned with the delivery of alco- 
holism services in the State of New York. 

As policy and planning development begins again 
for the 1977 Legislative Session, Governor Carey has 
asked me to call a meeting of individuals interested 
in alcoholism services. Governor Carey and I are most 
interested in insuring that the State government prop- 
erly meets its obligation to high quality alcoholism 
prevention and treatment programs. 

I would like to invite you to join me on October 
22 to discuss this important health care area with 
members of the State Advisory Committee on Alcoholism 
and the Associate Commissioner for Alcoholism Services. 
The meeting will be held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the 
Department of Mental Hygiene's Eighth Floor Conference 
Room, 44 Holland Avenue, Albany. 

To aid our discussions you will receive prior 
to the meeting both an agenda and background material. 
Any needed information can be obtained from Joan 
Lorenson, telephone 518-474-4533. 

I would hope your schedule permits your attendance 
and I look forward to meeting with you. 

ee Ny 

oom CH 
Lawrence C. Kolb, M.D. 

Commissioner 
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FIRST DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM 
44 HOLLAND AVENUE 

ALBANY, N. Y. 12229 

October 18, 1976 

Dear Mr. Martucci: 

We are looking forward to your participation in the 
October 22 meeting in Albany to discuss organizational place- 
ment of alcoholism services within State government. 

This meeting will allow open discussion on the most 
frequently mentioned options for carrying out delivery of 
alcoholism services: creation of a new agency for alcoholism 
and drug abuse services; creation of an autonomous agency for 
alcoholism services; placement of the Division of Alcoholism 
within the Department of Health; or substantially restructur- 
ing and upgrading the Division of Alcoholism within the 
Department of Mental Hygiene. 

We have designed the format of the meeting to allow 
the large group to break into small discussion sessions where 
members of the State Advisory Committee will be present to 
hear your opinions and suggestions. 

At the time of the presentation of the 1976-77 
Executive Budget, Governor Carey suggested there be a 
"rethinking" of the administration of alcoholism programs to 
assure the most effective services possible. He felt State 
government, through the Division of Alcoholism, must take a 
leadership role in response to this significant health prob- 
lem which costs New York State approximately 7 billion —__ 
annually and is accompanied with unmeasurable human anguish, 

Options for Discussion 

Creation of an Autonomous Agency for Alcoholism 

The creation of an autonomous agency for alcoholism 
has been suggested as a way to give greater visibility to the 
problem of alcoholism and alcohol abuse. Proponents of this 
approach believe the present Division of Alcoholism is over- 
shadowed in attention and dollars because of the larger size 



ee 

Department of Health distributes funds through county and 
i health departments so it has an operating device to 

handle contractual services for alcoho lien treatment. P 

location of the Division of Alcoholism in the Department of 
Health is, in New York, this agency is not a primary provider 
of health services nor does it focus on developing new heal ae a ge ee Pee NEW Neale 

and vested interests of the Division of Mental Health and the 
Division of Mental Retardation. Advocates for mental health 
and mental retardation programs have been effective in drawing 
public attention to these issues. A separate agency would 
prevent dilution of alcoholism efforts and treatment could be 
geared to the specific needs of alcoholics. 

New Agency for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Services 

An agency responsible for alcoholism and drug abuse 
services has been proposed as a way to more effectively handle 
substance abuse and addiction. New developments in services, 
the growth of locally operated outreach, referral, and treat- 
ment facilities and shifts in the needs of the clientele served 
by alcohol and drug programs seem to suggest this is an oppor- 
tune time to consider a unified administrative approach to 
alcoholism and drug abuse. Overlap or duplication of services 
could be reduced or eliminated and such an agency could also 
address itself to the needs of polydrug users. The new agency 
is considered by its proponents to offer more flexibility in 
services and greater accountability in planning and coordina- 
ting of services. 

Placement of the Division of Alcoholism Within the Department 
of Health . 

Alcoholism ranks among the national health problems 
along with cancer and heart disease and therefore could be 
handled in the established health care delivery system. The 

lace- 
ment within the Department of Health would give the Division 
of Alcoholism the advantage of being part of an agency which 
concentrates on public health issues. The Department of 
Health would have the ancillary services such as legal and 
personnel departments and thus would eliminate the need for 
creation of standard support services. The major drawback in 

ealth 
care systems. 



Substantial Restructuring and Upgrading of the Division of 
Alcoholism Within the Department of Mental Hygiene 

Restructuring and upgrading of the Division of 
Alcoholism would give it its proper place within the Depart- 
ment of Mental Hygiene. Historically, the Division has drawn 
upon mental health professionals and has received some services 
because it has been a part of the largest state agency. The 
Department of Mental Hygiene is the natural agency to handle 
alcoholism services since such services are ace eee through 
Mental Hygiene ooperative and coordinate orts 
between aTcoholism and drug abuse professionals can occur 
within the present Department of Mental Hygiene umbrella. 
Proponents also argue the nature of alcoholism is such that 
psychological consequences make it the concern of mental health 
professionals. 

Additional materials will be provided at the meeting 
which will be held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Department of 
Mental Hygiene's eighth floor conference room, 44 Holland 
Avenue, Albany. Please note attached agenda. 

If there is any assistance you need for the confer- 
ence, you may contact Joan Lorenson at 518-474-4533. 

Sincerely, 

AG Kien 
John R. DeLuca 
Associate Commissioner 

Mr. John Martucci 
Local 301, I.U.E., AFL-CIO 

121 Erie Boulevard 

Schenectady, New York 12305 

Attachment 
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JOHN R. DELUCA 
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER 

LAWRENCE C. KOLB, M.D. 
COMMISSIONER 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
eee ee | DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE 
FIRST DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM 
44 HOLLAND AVENUE 

ALBANY, N. Y. 12229 

Summary of Workshop A 

‘Chairman: Nicholas Pace, M.D. 
Advisory Committee Chairman 

Staff Assistant: Robert Mathews 

- The group discussed each option, voting on motions in’ 

connection with each proposition and, in some cases, presented 

a minority viewpoint. They focused specifically on how each 

option would affect delivery of alcoholism services and the 

feasibility of ee ee ee change. In its vote, the group 

favored having the alcoholism division restructured within the 

Department of Mental Hygiene accompanied by certain stipulations. 

| The restructuring and upgrading the group wanted would 

include establishment of standards for utilization and program 

evaluation for alcoholism; autonomy to allow flexibility from 

departmental policies and procedures required of all the 

Givisions; a chief officer at the deputy commissioner level; and 

regional alcoholism specialists assigned to each region. The group 

also asked for increased funding for community based alcoholism 

programs which would meet the needs of communities and budgetary 

aero based on ies demonstrated need for alcoholism Services. 

An advisory committee to advise in connection with the restructur+ 

ing should be appointed and accurately represent the alcoholism 

consumers and providers. 
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Summary o£ Workshop A> -2—.° 

The group suggested the advisory committee should explore 

the future expansion of the Division of Alcoholism into a 

Division of Substance Abuse in the Department of Mental Hygiene. 

Others of the group considered the upgrading of the Division to 

be an interim step before creating an independent agency and 

they opposed any merger with substance abuse, 

| The group did not focus on the option of placement of 

alcoholism in the Department of Health. 

The majority opposed a combined alcohol and drug abuse agency 

because of the different legal status of drugs and the different 

orientation of counselors dealing with alcoholics and drug abusers. 

Those favoring the option pointed to the 30 states with combined 

agencies, the status of both as health problems, and the necessity 

for careful planning to insure the integrity of each perspective. 

Those who did not favor the new agency for siecholien and drug 

— services were concerned about creation of an unmanageable 

bureaucracy, marked differences in patterns of alcohol and drug > 

abuse, limitations imposed on statewide planning, ae administra- 

tion of drug abuse services by the Office of Drug Abuse Services 

and its predecessors, and maintenance of alcoholism's secondary 

status. | 

The minority favoring a separate alcoholism agency justified 

this position by pointing out the traditional mental health 

structure had been unresponsive administratively and progranmmat- 

ideally in dealing with alcoholism which differs significantly from 

other mental health problems. They acknowledged certain over- 

lapping responsibility and possible bureaucracy problems might 



Summary of Workshop A -3- 

result but they considered the advantages to outweigh the dis- 

advantages. Others recalled the history of mental retardation 

and its unsuccessful attempt at a separate agency, the goal of 

integration of services, and a negative county impact on 

delivery of service and administration. 

Side issues which the group discussed included the role of 

the state as funding source, administrator, and evaluator instead 

of as services provider; community control of services; and the 

status of community based treatment approaches. 

The group majority voted against forming an agency of alcohol 

and drugs. 

Although the group eventually favored the upgrading of the 

Division of Alcoholism within the Department of Mental Hygiene, 

they focused on the low priority given alcoholism services by 

DMH, the requirement that alcoholism programs fit mental hygiene 

models and the failure of the department to use its influence to 

assure the availability of services for alcoholics. The regional 

offices were not considered responsive enough to alcoholism nor 

were funds considered adequate for the Division. 



LAWRENCE C. KOLB, M.D. JOHN R. DELUCA ‘ i . COMMISSIONER ween ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER 
fe rere 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE 

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM 

44 HOLLAND AVENUE 

ROBERT A. MCKINLEY, M.D. 
FIRST DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 

ALBANY, N. Y. 12229 

Summary of Workshop B 

Chairman: Joel Bennett 
Advisory Committee Vice-chairman 

Staff Assistant: Daniel Forget 

The group agreed at the start of its discussion that the 

impact on patient care and the best interests of alcoholism 

should be the major considerations when deciding organizational 

placement of alcoholism. They iso aarend some action should be 

taken; doing nothing was unacceptable. In a vote after discussion 

of the options, a separate alcoholism agency was favored by most 

and reorganization received the next highest vote. The group 

discussed each option separately. | 

| Acknowledging the risks involved, the group Said a separate 

agency would give alcoholismnpre visibility, potentially more 

funds, and freedom from red tape and the whims of a larger agency 

although such an agency might encounter financial and political 

risks not faced by a large state agency. 

If alcoholism were to stay within the Department of Mental 

Hygiene, the group asked for certain conditions: restructuring to 
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priority and budget with separation from the Department's budget; 

freeing from constraints applied uniformly to all the divisions; 

an upgrading of the division chief to deputy commissioner; and 

rewriting of mental hygiene law so alcoholism is dealt with 

separately. 
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Summary oi Workshop B -Z- 

The group said the Department of Mental Hygiene had given 

too little attention or budget to alcoholism and ignored its 

uniqueness when applying its rules and regulations. 

Although the group did not favor placement of alcoholism 

within the health department or the office of drug abuse services, 

they called for closer vellationships and possible coordination of 

some efforts. | | 

The health department was rejected by the group because of © 

its public health orientation in contrast to the "private" or. 

individual oriented alcoholism — and the fear alcoholism 

could lose its visibility. The health department also would be 

an unknown bureaucracy. | | 

The group suggested there are more liabilities than assets 

in the short run but the reverse would be true in the long run 

for a merger of alcoholism with drugs. Careful study and planning 

would have to precede any merger. The group said treatment 

services and programs should remain separate while the state level 

merger would be in administration, funding, and planning. 

Merger with a drug program would link alcoholism with the 

stigma and strong resistance associated with community drug 

programs, the group said, The group discussed the problems of 

poly drug use and felt strong ties between alcohol and drug 

programs would be advantageous. They opposed any linkage of 

alcohol and drugs under the department of mental hygiene, suggest- 

ing this would make things only worse and alcoholism might gain 

a stigma without benefits. 
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Summary of Workshop B -3- 

General recommendations were made which touched on programs 

and included: upgrading of services with greater funding and 

visibility and increased flexibility, allowing communities to 

organize alcoholism services to fit local needs and existing 

structures. Existing resources should be. examined and then 

utilized to the fullest extent. If alcoholism were linked to an 

existing agency the agency should want the state's alcoholism 

program and have necessary administrative and organizational 

capabilities. New and stronger relationships between alcoholism 

and health, mental hygiene, and drugs on state and local levels 

should be created. 
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COMMISSIONER 

JOHN R. DELUCA 

ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER 

ROBERT A. McKINLEY, M.D. DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE © 
FIRST DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM 

44 HOLLAND AVENUE 

ALBANY, N. Y. 12229 

Group C Workshop Summary 

Chairman: Mrs. Alice Fordyce 
Advisory Committee Member 

Staff Assistant: Barbara Smith 

The group spent most of its discussion on the option of 

upgrading the Division of Alcoholism and including the Office 

of Drug Abuse Services within the Department of Mental Hygiene 

and on the option of forming an autonomous alcoholism agency. 

The options for the Department of Health, merger with the Office 

of Drug Abuse Services and the Division remaining within the 

Department of Mental Hygiene with no change received little 

support from the group. 

Discussion also focused on side issues of additional 

funding and staffing for alcoholism as well as certification of 

alcoholism counselors. 

The group made specific recommendations which included 

strengthening and upgrading alcoholism with increased funding, 

staffing, and greater status regardless of the option. If the 

Office of Drug Abese Services is brought within the Department 

of Mental Hygiene, alcohol and drugs should be administered 

separately and a council or advisory group should be created with 

equal number s of representatives of alcohol and drugs; such an 

advisory group would have a coordinating function for issues 

‘such as health education, prevention and training, and cross 



addiction. 

Study of the structure of the alcoholism authorities in 

other states including their funding and quality control. benefits 

should be made in connection with the various options. 

If alcoholism services are provided by an autonomous 

agency, a survey might be made of existing alcohol and drug 

programs and recommendations made for a merger at certain levels, 

if feasible. 

In discussion of the autonomous alcoholism agency,. the 

group suggested medical and psychiatric support services could 

be made on a contractual basis but the opponents of a separate 

agency indicated concern that alcoholism treatment might be 

de-professionalized, contending also the concept was nebulous and 

non-medical. The opponents also pointed out that funding for 

research and for financing a separate agency would be a problem. 

Several members questioned the accuracy of the estimate of cost 

provided conference participants. While a new agency for alcoholism 

and drug abuse services was given little group support, the group 

suggested funding at the local level could be managed easily. 

Opponents of this option said they feared the influx of drug 

personnel, the adverse impact upon programs and stigma attached to 

— abuse, and the difficulty in managing drug addicts. In 

addition, some felt slechol ten would inherit the poor image of the 

Office of Drug Abuse darvives. 

When the group calked about alcoholism being located in the 

Department of Health, they conceded it might gain more support 

from the medical profession and greater possible ability to get 
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third party payments. Research, however, the group believed 

would be more narrow in this setting. In contrast, the Depart- 

ment of Mental Hygiene would allow medical and psychiatric 

services with the quality control necessitated by a large 

bureaucratic agency. Mental Hygiene's disadvantages were 

described as problems with certification of alcoholism counselors 

and development of referral within sobering up stations. 

The group developed an option which was not specified. 

This would be the Department of Mental Hygiene as an "unbrella 

agency'' for the Division of Alcoholism and the Office of Drug 

Abuse Services. The advantages were seen as the availability of 

supportive services and existing administrative structure, the 

greater equity possible in funding, and treatment capability in 

terms of alcohol and drug addiction. Some of the group recalled 

a similar structure about seven years ago and considered it 

would be a backward step in reinstituting it. 

When options are considered, they should be considered in 

relation to: programs not just administration; the state's role 

as direct provider of services; and ways that alcoholism can be 

melded with health service agencies (HSA). Regardless of 

organizational structure, public information and education are 

important as is quality control. At the regional and local level, 

the separation of drugs and alcohol is counter productive. An 

in-depth study of the Division and the Office of Drug Abuse 

Services is necessary regardless of structure and it needs to be 

determined under what structure the most funding can be obtained. 

Alcoholism funding historically has received low priority. 
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Summary of Workshop D 

Chairman: William Dowling 
Advisory Committee Member 

Staff Assistant: Thomas J. Delaney, Jr. 

Although the need for further study before any decision was 

agreed upon, the majority of the group preferred an independent 

alcoholism agency. Some were willing to support as a second 

choice an upgraded program within the Department of Mental 

Hygiene. The group suggested a merger with drugs would result in 

a loss for the alcoholism field but, should it occur, there should 

be a larger representation of alcoholism people in the agency's 

staff leadership. 

The group suggested the need to study the experiences of other 

states where alcoholism has been merged with drug abuse, situated 

under another aegis, or maintained as a separate entity. The 

study also should look at the amount going to administration in 

the agency. 

It was suggested that criteria or objectives need to be 

developed for a strengthened alcoholism program before deciaine 

under which auspice they could be best met. Wiseles Eisen needs to be 

moved into the oe of the health care system and it was 

noted the health care system is not synonomous with the mental 

health system. The Department of Mental Hygiene tends to isolate 

the alcoholism program from other agencies such as corrections and 

social services, 

Ee ea ee ee ee Tey eee ee ee ae 



Summary of Workshop D -2- 

The group also talked about moving alcoholism into the main- 

stream with visibility and the development of greater public 

awareness that alcoholism is a disease and a health problem. It 

was generally agreed that the Department of Mental Hygiene should 

continue to treat mentally ill persons who have alcohol problems. 

The chairman summarized criteria and objectives as the > 

following: identification of siccholina ac a health problem; the 

need to move alcoholism into the mainstream of the health care 

System; and greater public recognition that alcoholism is a health 

problem. Other issues cited were: the need to study what other 

states have done to administer their alcoholism programs; the need 

for broad scope with links to other systems that ‘are affected 

including the courts and probation departments: the defining of the 

alcoholism authority at all levels of government; and better 

communication among all agencies dealing with alcoholism. 

When deciding on the agency for the alcoholism program, there 

should be consideration of what would attract volunteers and 

professional staff and which agency would promote effective preven- 

tion and treatment as well as allow individualization and 

standardization of procedures anal regulations to meet the needs of 

tks aledin lian field, Funding considerations should acknowledge 

the monitoring and fiscal problems of counties. 

Early discussion in the group focused on complaints about the 

inadequate attention given the alcoholism program by the Department 

of Mental Hygiene and the policies which do not allow for the 

special needs of alcoholism programs. Task forces are appointed 

without sufficient alcoholism representation and the Division of 

Alcoholism tends to be swallowed in the department as well as 



Summary of Workshop D «$s 

forced to observe inappropriate regulations. 

Other issues discussed included the use of alcoholic beverage 

taxes earmarked for upgrading of the alcoholism program and the 

capability of an agency to treat poly drug abusers. If a study 

group were appointed, it should include legislators or their 

representatives and others from alcoholism rehabilitation units 

and councils on alcoholism, 
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Summary of Workshop E 

Chairman: Rev. Peter Young | 
Advisory Committee Member 

Staff Assistant: Karen Zuckerman 

The group focused much of its discussion and time on a merger 

of the Division of Alcoholism and the Office of Drug Abuse Services 

nil talked of the historical and political perspective on the 

issue, Although they did not take a vote, the majority of the 

group favored an autonomous agency for alcoholism and there was 

discussion of upgrading of alcoholism within the Departement of 

Mental Hygiene as an acceptable compromise. 

Each of the options would need careful study before any 

decision. 

Whatever agency is given authority for the alcoholism program, © 

it should concern itself with the "other victims" of the alcoholic, 

the group noted. Group members said they often waedt time working 

with the family as well as with the alcoholic. 

The group also discussed hearings conducted by Assemblyman 

John McCabe who is investEpetine the issue of merger of slesholion 

and drugs. Representatives of the drug field have been invited to 

the hearings while no alcoholism representatives or a token person 

is invited to represent alcoholism interests. 

The group's opinions on a merger ranged from a merger should 

be implemented in a phased-in way and be considered as a merger of 
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Summary of Workshop E ~2- 

both existing agencies to the need for careful study. Others said 

the merger had no merits and alcoholism would be impeded because 

it was gaining increasing positive exposure as the interest in 

drugs was slipping in public attention. It was also suggested 

that alcoholism people have expertise in administering programs 

while drug abuse personnel do not. 

The group did not spend much time on the option of placement 

‘of alcoholism within the Department of Health because they said 

the health department is concerned with utilization and review of 

health facilities, not in delivering direct service. 

In discussing creation of an autonomous agency for alcoholism, 

the opponents cited the high cost and the possible short-sightedness 

of a separate agency when the young alcohol abusers may be abusing 

alcohol and drugs. Proponents said a separate agency would have 

more power in obtaining better health insurance coverage for 

clients in state psychiatric centers and in outpatient programs; 

accountability would continue; and such an agency might get a> 

fairer share of funding. 

In discussion of upgrading alcoholism within the Department of 

Mental Hygiene, some group members pointed out that alcoholism with- 

in the department has been effective in obtaining funding for the 

New York City area but not in Nassau and Suffolk Counties. Others 

‘said alcoholism did not get the money it deserved because it was 

part of the Department of Mental Hygiene. 

There was talk of phasing-in the Office of Drug Abuse Services 

to the Department of Mental Hygiene with its location with the 

Division of Alcoholism or the creation of a separate alcoholism 

agency with a "special" relationship to the Department of Mental 
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Summary of Workshop E -3- 

Hygiene. Although New Jersey established a combined office of 

alcohol and substance abuse, some members said it was not fair to 

base a decision on one state's experience which might not apply 

to New York. 
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Summary of Workshop F 

Chairman: Joseph Sundrum, Ph.D. 
Advisory Committee Member 

Staff Assistant: Lois Stiglmeier 

The group favored a strengthened and restructured Division 

of Alcoholism within the Department of Mental Hygiene so it could 

provide strong, flexible leadership in the department and outside. 

Such restructuring would atkins regional comprehensive services and 

direct links to the range of health care services. A large 

majority of the group also suggested bringing drug abuse services 

back into mental hygiene to allow a Division of Alcoholism and 

Substance Abuse. 

The group spent most of its time on its favored options and 

issues such as accountability, evaluation, experimentation, and 

alternative services. Little discussion was spent on placing the 

Division of Alcoholism within the Department of Health or creation 

of an autonomous agency. The group said an autonomous agency would 

be too expensive, unwieldy, and probably would not attract community ~ 

Support particularly in rural areas. The same arguments were used 

in objection to a new agency for alcoholism and drug abuse services 

although the group believed alcoholism planning must begin to take 

into account the problem of poly drug use, particularly alcohol and 

other services. 

ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER 



Summary of Workshop F -2- 

The group suggested recodification of mental hygiene laws so 

that alcoholism needs would be better met. Current regulations 

and standards, the group said, were geared to mental health 

services and they also inhibit non-medical services. 

In recommendations, the group called for a massive public 

education effort to increase awareness of alcohol and other sedative 

drugs. The bureaucracy needs to be reduced and delivery of Te 

improved, while any restructuring should come from the bottom up 

with elimination of duplication. The full range of comprehensive 

services including prevention and intervention needs to be 

strengthened, according to the group recommendation, and they want 

decision makers to have necessary training and education if they 

lack alcoholism field experience. 

In other recommendations, the group asked for a timetable, 

establishment of goals and priorities, and provision of account- 

ability and evaluation. Regional planning for improved local 

delivery of services needs strengthening and the Division should 

consider regionalizing all alcohol services down to the local level 

so funds can be better utilized. Any improved structure would 

require a larger portion of the budget to be deployed to alcoholism 

services, 

Other issues the group discussed included the need for more 

research into the subject of controlled drinking, non-medical models 

of treatment, and intervention methods. Education and training, 

the group suggested, should be undertaken simultaneously with 

improvement measures in treatment. The group also noted that 



Summary of Workshop F ~3. 

decisions at top levels of the Division should be assured of 

implementation at the local level. The autonomy of the state 

psychiatric center where alcoholism rehabilitation services are 

located needs to be altered so that quality alcoholism services 

can be provided. 

The group also said careful consideration should be given to 

putting drug abuse services into the Department of Mental Hygiene in 

order that the state not be in a “catching up" situation as the 

extent of alcohol and substance abuse is made public. There was 

concern er about increasing alcohol and sedative use. 

Problems such as ineffective leadership, lack of visibility, 

the nature of the state psychiatric center as a monolith, and lack 

of needed legislation were discussed by the group. The group 

cautioned that use of the word drugs or association with a drug 

agency could diminish grass roots volunteer support. The group 

also cited as a problem the current system's vested interests of 

"professionals." 

The group also recommended quarterly meetings of this group to 

keep state bureaucracy informed about issues and problems in the 

alcoholism field. 
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November 16, 1976 

Dear Mr. Martucci: 

Again, I want to thank you for your participation in the 
October 22 conference on organizational placement of alcoholism 
services in State government. I found the day to be enormously 
helpful and hope it was productive for you. Enclosed are 
summaries of each of the workshop sessions. 

As you know, any summary, by its nature, is interpretive 
and does not present all discussion points covered. The 
reporter tried to give a fair and concise account of what 
occurred, 

Three of the five groups favored the restructuring and up- 
grading of the Division of Alcoholism within the Department of 
Mental Hygiene, generally choosing it as the most pragmatic 
option; one group considered this option as their second choice. 
The other most favored option was the establishment of a separate 
alcoholism agency. One of the variations was a suggested 
Division of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse within the Department 
of Mental Hygiene, thus bringing the Office of Drug Abuse Services 
back to the Department. 

Many of the groups acknowledge the need for study of all the 
options before a firm commitment is made to any one; such a study 
might include a look at the experience in other states. 

It is apparent the majority of participants have reservations 
about a new Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services, although 
many cited cross concerns with increasing polydrug use. A certain 
amount of discussion centered on the history of the merger concept 
and its disadvantages. 



Almost every group spent time on the problems in the present 
System -- a Division of Alcoholism with low visibility and fund- 
ing in a large bureaucracy which, by its nature, is oriented to 
its mental health mission. However, many participants still 
seemed to prefer change in this structure which they knew. The 
placement of alcoholism within the Department of Health was 
rejected by all the groups. There was little discussion of this 
option because the general feeling was the Department of Health 
is not an agency designed to deliver direct service. 

One of the issues commonly mentioned was the need, no matter 
whatever agency was chosen, to initiate more links and ties to 
other agencies and the health service system. Concern for account- 
ability for alcoholism services and improvement of quality received 
attention from many of the groups who also called for more admin- 
istrative flexibility in rules and regulations applied to alcoholism 
services. | . | 

The State Advisory Committee on Alcoholism met on November 15, 
reviewed the workshop reports, and discussed the October 22 meeting 
at some length. The Advisory Committee voted to create a Task 
Force of the Advisory Committee to pursue a more detailed review 
of what they felt were the most favored options stemming from the 
October 22 conference. This Task Force will study the possibility 
of establishing a separate alcoholism agency as well as restructur- 
ing and upgrading the Division of Alcoholism within the Department 
of Mental Hygiene. Members of the Advisory Committee who will 
serve on the Task Force include Joel Bennett, Chairman of the Task 
Force, Dr. Nicholas Pace, William Dowling, Dr. Joseph Sundrun, 
Rev. Peter Young, and Alice Fordyce. 

Finally, I would like to reiterate that the October 22 meeting 
was the beginning of discussions on the organizational placement 
of alcoholism services in New York. It is hoped that additional 
discussions can take place and I urge you to send any written 
comments or position papers to my attention at the Division of 
Alcoholism, | 

. Once again, thank you for your interest in and support of New 
York State's alcoholism program. 

Sincerely, 

Ki fb 3 
John R. DeLuca 
Associate Commissioner 

Attachments 

Mr. John Martucci 

Local 301, I.U.E.,. AFL-CIO 

121 Erie Boulevard . 
Schenectady, New York 12305 



April 5, 1977 

Mr. John Marticci 
Local 301, I.U.E., AFL-CIO 
121 Erie Boulevard 
Schenectady, NY 12505 

Dear John: 

It was good seeing you at the luncheon at the Van Dyke. 

Because of the concerns of our New York State Association 
of Councils on Alcoholism to get a strong and constructive 
voice in the evaluation of the proposed Agency of Alcohol 
and Substance Abuse bill, we would like you to advise us. 

We know you're interested in the Program Bill and we're 
gathering data to present ideas to assist the planning of 
the final draft of the new agency bill or to oppose it. 
They are attempting to plan for a finished copy for this 
legislation at the endsof the month of April, and we're 
hoping to have you assist in the leadership of the event 
by being a resource person. 

We are grateful for the past cooperation that you've given 
to the Council and hope you'é1 call or write with remarks 
to our Council on Program Bill Agency mandated Services 

To get additional information call the New York State 
Association of Councils on Alcoholism at 716-842-0151. 

‘sincerely, 

‘Hel JUSS 
eter G. Young 
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April 14, 1977 

Rev. Peter G. Young 
Goodman Avenue 

Box 266 
Bolton Landing, N. Y. 12814 

Dear Father Young: 

I want to convey my personal thanks for accepting the 

invitation to speak at our February meeting. As usual, you 

impressed us with your vast knowledge in the field of alcoholisn, 

an area of mutual concern. 

The specific mission of your visit was to bring us up to 

date on the status of the Carey Administration's proposed Agency 

of Alcohol and Substance Abuse Bill. : 

We were all enlightened by your explanation. It helped most 

of us to reach a decision regarding the far reaching implications 

of the proposed legislation authorizing a "marriage of the 

Division of Alcoholism with the Office of Drug Abuse. 

You asked me in your letter of April 5 to provide input to 

NYSACA regarding my assessment of the Program Bill. Inclosed is 

a copy of my views which have been forwarded to Mr. Richard J. 

Gallagher. 

With warm, personal regards, I remain, 

Sincerely, 

John A. Martucci 



April 14, 1977 

Mr. Richard J. Gallagher, Exec. Coordinator 
NYS Assoc. of Councils on Alcoholism, Inc. 
238 Main St., Room 605 
Buffalo, New York 14202 

Dear Mr. Gallagher: 

I've been asked by Rev. Peter Young to act as a resource 
providing your Association with my assessment of the Carey 
Administration's proposed Program Bill designed to affect a 
so-called “marriage™ between the Division of Alcoholism and 
the Office of Drug Abuse. 

May I begin by telling you that my invdvement and cdncern 
with the problems of alcoholism date back to 1967 when I was 
appointed, as a labor representative, on the Board of Directors 
of a pilot project in Schenectady County. 

With the help of many concerned people in our commmity, 
from all walks of life, we have emerged from a humble beginning 
to an agency that has attained tremendous credibility and respect. 
Our excellent services have benefitted thousands of people. While 
we are proud of our past and current accomplishments, our sights 
are set for bigger and better things that will enable us to provide 
services to the alcoholic community we serve. 

While the existing alcoholism program under the aegis of the 
Department of Mental Hygiene leaves a bit to be desired, it is, 
nevertheless, a more coordinated and cohesive unit than an amal- 
gamation of two State agencies would be in terms of the ability 
to properly administrate and effectively provide necessary services 
to the alcoholic. Having a choice, I believe our objective would 
be better realized under the current setup. 

I could go on to cite a litany of reasons why, in my judge- 
ment, it would be chaotic to move in the direction of a "marriage" 
proposed by the Program Bill. Suffice to say, my concerns, along 
these matters, leaves me very egrets in terms of the eventual 
fate of the alcoholism program our State, 
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Mr. Richard J. Gallagher -2- April 14, 1977 

I trust when your Association completes its assessment 

of all the information it has been provided with, it will reject 

the Program Bill in its entirety. 

Sincerely, 

John A. Martuccli 
Schenectady County Counctl 
on Alcoholism 

JAM/e jb 

cc: Rev, Peter G. Young 



SHORT TERM TRAINING COURSE TO STRENGTHEN ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION 
AND REFERRAL ACTIVITIES 

Madison, Wisconsin July 20, - 25, 1969 

The writer arrived in Madison, Wisconsin on the night of July 20th where an informal 
Orientation took place in the lobby of One of the dormitories. On Monday morning at 
8:30 A.M. there was a formal institute orientation with 100 participants in this pro-| 
gram. About half the persons were on Federal grants; the others were paid for by 
their local communities. It will be noted that there were only two other eastern 
persons, one from New Hampshire and one from New York City. The rest were from 
Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, Colorado, Oregon and Washington. Most of the persons 
were new in the field, operating State-sponsored Information Centers, generally in 
connection with State Hospitals. Most of the persons present were also A.A. oriented 
and obviously were recovered alcoholics. Marty Mann, former director of the National 
Council on Alcoholism, was the first speaker and it was her job to set the tone for 
the meeting. Dr. Glen Pulver of the University staff told us there were 33,000 stu- 
dents on the Madison campus and 15,000 on the Milwaukee CAMPUS « 

No doubt the outstanding speaker of the institute was Marty Mann, who founded the 
National Council on Alcoholism. She gave us the usual historical view of A.A. 
nationally and also preeensed many Ee eee pertaining to A,A. and drinking in 
general. 

Iater inthe morning Nini: James’ Ray, who was director of the epinich T En Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, spoke on the need for community action.: He decried the apathy regarding 
Alcoholism programs and ‘described ways and means of stimulating’ the’ public to action, 
Mr. Ray particularly emphasized the importance of publicity ‘and stated that every 
Alcoholism Council should get‘a strong piéce of publicity at least once weekly in 
either a local newspaper or on radio. He also stated that forty-three states now 
have some of alcoholism program. It was also mentioned, too, by Mr. Ray that in 
many states part of the cost of a bottle of liquor includes the cost of rehabilita- 
tion. He stated that this more or less guarantees the ESSAY | and. that we should 
urge our legislators to include such a tax on liquor. : 

During the same day we heard from Mr. John McConnell who is associate director of 
education at Michigan State Department of Health. Mr. McConnell spoke on education 
for alcoholism as it is handled in the State of Michigan. It is his impression that 
we are only reaching 10% of the population in our education and that the people who 
feel they are not alcoholics or actually do: not drink are not inclined to read our 
publicity. He felt that if we could present more case histories to the media we may 
influence more people. He referred to alcoholism as an underground disease. However, 
drinking problems rarely exist alone, and that sometimes there may be five or six © 
community problems settled only after we resolve the problem of alcoholism. Mr. Ray 
also took over the next session devoted to the establishment of working relationships 
With other community agencies. He gave examples of Family Societies and Welfare 
Departments that would shun alcoholics until such time as their cases were presented 
to them for solution. In their ignorance they would return them to the alcoholism 
program. He gave examples of the mobilization of community agencies and how they 
could save each other time and money by providing specialized services such as that 
offered by the alcoholism services. 

That ‘evening we attended a dinner honoring Marty Mann at which she again spoke, after 
which the writer attended an A.A. meeting at 511 Carroll Street in Madison. This is 
an air-conditioned house owned by A.A. with meetings practically around the clock. 

e
n
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On Tuesday, July 22, representatives of A.A. and Alanon spoke and answered questions 

thereafter. They were followed by Dr. Sam Stillman who is now chairman of the De- 

partment of Social Work at the University of Wisconsin. It will be noted that 

Dr. Stillman is a somewhat controversial penson who formerly headed the poverty pro- 

gram in Columbus, Ohio. On the day he left Ohio he told the Mayor. to expect a riot 

and, actually, dne occurred that night. Some persons felt that Maybe Dr. Stillman 

had planned the riot but he felt the time had come when the demands of the black 

.-4,people needed to be met and since the Mayor had refused to meet them, the riot be- 

“came inevitable. Dr. Stillman did considerable joking during his talk and pointed 
up-to the group the need for better trained people in the field of alcoholism. 

This did not sét too. well, He thought: that. the A.A. people had motivation and in- 

oe spiration but that was not enough and that workers with alcoholics need not neces- 

sarily have been in jail or rolled about in the gutter to understand human problems. 

He was followed by: 2 panel on the role of voluntary agencies working together. We 

had Mr. Frank. Cugan, State director of the alcoholism program and Mr. Schuh of the 

School of Social Work, together with the A.A. and Alanon. They discussed how the 

official and the ‘voluntary agency may work together giving examples of difficulties 
which might readily be resolved by good communication and frequent meetings. In 

. most western states, it will be noted, there are agency meetings almost weekly when 

actual cases are discussed. This, it would seem, does help considerably. One of. 

the reasons for this is the fact that distances are so great it is better for the 

workers to come together rather than to expect the clients to travel. 

‘On Tuesday night we had a film forum for two hours during which many of the more re= 

cent films on alcoholism were presented. The next morning Dr. Stillman again spoke 

of comprehensive social planning and again mentioned the importance of using trained 

personnel only. He gave examples of agencies previously unpopular, which, because 
of a good theme, may increase their interest and their integrity. He mentioned par- 
ticularly, the agencies for retarded children because of the Hubert Humphrey interest, 
and cancer because of the deaths of certain prominent persons in the baseball world. 

He urged us to find a gimmick for alcoholism and to strengthen this as our appeal 
for money and community interest. All the speakers on this day emphasized the need 
for a clearing house for information, as well as an index of known alcoholics in the 
community. It will be noted that we rarely have this in New York State since the 
tendency is to eliminate social service exchanges. They felt that in the western 
states, however, this was essential. = 

Mr. Schuh, on the same afternoon, speaking on the role of community workers in teach. 

ing about alcohol, stated that voluntary agencies create :a-climate for change to 
occur and which does not always exist in a public agency. He gave examples of how 
voluntary agencies such as TB, Heart, Cancer and rehabilitation have paved the way 
for official agencies. . 

That same night there was another film forum and the writer saw “Don’t Walk". This 
seemed to be a rather pointless film but one entitled, “For Those Who Drink", is an 
excellent educational media narrated by Dr. Bell, a psychiatrist in Canada. On 
July 23, much of the time was devoted to social case work, interviewing and counsel- 
ling. We had Helen Lockhart from Chicago and Margaret Rudolph who operates a half- 
way house in Michigan... Both of these women gave illustrations of how to win the 
confidence of the client, to get information and to make certain the client will re- 
turn for additional service. Their presentations were excellent. 

Mr. McConncll spoke to us again about presenting alcoholism programs in the class- 
room. He thought the teacher should do this and not the alcoholism worker. He also 
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stated that only qualified people should enter schools and other persons regardless 
of how well motivated, had no business in schools wnless they were certified to teach 
just as well as the salaried teachers. He mentioned teaching guides provided by the 
State of Michigan but stated these would not be available to us at this time. Among 
the comments of Helen Lockhart, who does social case work with alcoholics in Chicago, 
weres (1) don’t take a long social history with an alcoholic, (2) don’t pursue im- 
mediate causes, (3) use a chart on the walls let him see it, (4) don’t alleviate his 
anxiety, (5) how you feel, (6) balance friendliness with firmness, (7) ack him if he 
really wants help. By all means, never use the all- American advice “pull yourself 
together.” * | 

Miss Rudolph spoke on the addicted woman. It will be noted that although this woman 
is a.qualified teacher, she is @ recovered alcoholic Snd she had some tape recordings 
she has had with addicted women showing How she very carefully reeducated them to 
assume new responsibility in the home and in the community. Most of thc women, she 
stated, were without goals, each had a poor image and most of the had the disrecpect 
cf their parents and children. By working on family members she did enhance the role 
of the woman and made her a better person. She stated that every case of alcoholism 
should be handled as a crisis and that no sick alcoholic should be told to come back 
another day. Service should be immediate. 

Mr. James Ray again took over on the administration of alcoholism information centers. 
He etated the purpose of such centers are (1) to attract the clients from a wide 
range, (2) there should be the element af asscssment, (3) where ave they coming from, 
(4) how did they learn about us. He again stressed publicity. He stated we should 
keep careful records and showed us many forms. Members of the class, however, felt 
that he was bogged down with paper work and, therefore, had an inadequate amount of 
time to work on his clients. He stated that persons in the field of alcoholism not 
only should have professional training but should be emotionally stable and have con- 
siderable technical knowhow. “Mr. Ray emphasized that under no circumstances should 
an office secretary ever give information. Such a secretary may listen but is not 
qualified to give any advice or information:over the telephone. 9° > 

On Thursday, July 24, Dr. Dan Dukelow spoke on the public health aspects of alcohol- 
ism, Dr. Dukelow, it will be noted, is director of public health education for the 
American Medical Association. He stated that in health education we should transfer knowledge about health so that the client can use such knowledge and benefit from it. We should get him to accept desirable health behavior and get people to do something 
about their own health. This is done through motivation. We should build on the >. 
patient’s religious beliefs, his cultural belie®s and his emotional feelings. Wer, 
should use the principles of learning; get him to participate. Have him make con=°-... 
tacts with other persons and eventually have him accept change which most humans’ 
find very difficult to do. _ 
A representative of the local TV Station then spoke for an hour on public relations 
and publicity which was somewhat of a repetition of the previous information. He 
stated that most radio and TV stations are very happy to accept material on alcohol- 
ism if it is carefully done. He stated that even though we may submit copy once weekly these may not necessarily be used but it is worthwhile trying. A Mr. Schuh 
Spoke on visual aids and showed us some wonderful examples on pamphlets and posters. 
It was emphasized that pamphlets should not be promiscuously distributed but rather 
displayed and only sent to people upon receipt of their name and occupation. 
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In that way we build responsible mailing lists and we save throwaways. He especially 

advised displays and thought that we should use vacant store windows in the various 

cities for displays of materials. 

On Friday morning, Mr. Charles Stack, who had been to Schenectady recently as our 

employee, spoke on industrial programs. He is now with the Stark Corporation in Mil- 

waukee as director of training. They have 5,000 employees with 2 physicians and 

4 nurses. Apparently they do a good industrial health job; they do not fire anyone 

for drinking; they have A.A. meetings on company time; they have counselling services 

available whenever the plant is open. He mentioned Kennicut Copper as also a leader 

in the field of Industrial Alcoholism Programs. He stated that one of the most dif- 

ficult jobs was the reactivated alcoholic who, because of his apathy, was difficult 

to reach. Mr. Stack did admit, however, that in some cases it was necessary to sep- 

arate some alcoholic employees who were either vicious, pernicious or hypochondriacs. 

Dr. Daniel Anderson closed the institute with a stunning one hour talk on the future 
of alcoholismg where we're going. He stressed the need for training such as that we 

were getting, the selection of stable people for the field, better salaries, better 

fringe benefits, etc. He will be known as one of the pioneers at Yale School and 

also teaches at Rutgers and is known to many people. He is also known in this area. 
Among the highlights of his talk were the fact that there are 90,000,000 drivers, 

60,000,000 of whom drink. Thirty million of them get drunk and drive. Therefore, 

we have a great challenge ahead of us and that we should feel alert to drinking and 

driving situations and let the police and sheriffs know we are concerned and do ate 

tempt to beef up laws regarding motor vehicle violations wherever possible. At 

12:00 noon the awards were presented and the writer returned home at midnight on the 

same day. 

Thomas E. Connolly, ACSW 
Executive Director 
Alcoholiam Council of Schenectady County, Inc. 
277 State Street 

Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 



THE TAVERN AS A SOCIAL INSTITUTION 

By Tom Connolly 

The tavern of today is rapidly becoming similar to its counterpart in early history. 
No doubt you are familiar with lithographs depicting the arrival of stagecoaches at 

friendly historical taverns both in this country and in Europe. The tavern is visu- 
alized as a veritable oasis -- a place where strangers were welcome, where food, 
drink and hospitality were available. The tavern was truly a place for the exchange 
of information, for protection of the wayfarer and generally, a socially acceptable 
institution. 

Prohibition days changed the picture somewhat and of necessity. Patrons refused to 
permit the tavern to go out of business despite the Twentieth Amendment. Some per- 
sons met the public clamor for drinking places by operating what commonly became 
known as the speakeasy. 

Those speakeasys became somewhat unsocial institutions in that they operated in de- 
fiance of the law and of the general public good. Their profits were not channeled 
into the public coffers; they operated behind closed doors and despite any claims 
to the contrary, they were unable to discriminate in their patronage. Therefore, 
the average speakeasy became known as a gathering place for criminals, drug users 
and other undesirable persons. Frankly, they operated behind a lock and key ina 
dark, drab area conducive not to good will and conviviality, but to the manifesta- 
tion of man’s poorest social potential. The speakeasy, no doubt, was the worst so- 
cial blot on our history and the police, the liquor industry and society in general 
may well be very much ashamed of them. . 

Perhaps the less said about Prohibition and its deleterious effects, the better. 
This was a terrific political faux pas and we cannot permit it to occur again. 

When the Twentieth Amendment was repealed in 1933, a minimum of planning was done 
by the Federal Government or the states. So urgent was the need for increased reve- 
nue in those depression days and so imminent was the need to obliterate the speak- 
easy from American life, that officials took the attitude that any type of drink- 
ing establishment would be better than the speakeasy. The main objective was to 
create legitimate drinking establishments immediately and to bring about regulations 
at a later date. 

And regulations have been perpetrated upon taverns by the hundreds, There is no 
industry in America with so many inhibitions inflicted by officialdom as the tavern 
industry. The Health Department is concerned; the Police Department, the State Li- 
quor Authority, the local ABC Board, the Treasury Department and a multitude of 
private organizations representing a variety of humanitarian endeavors. All of 
these regulations are well intended despite the fact that many of them have con- 
siderable nuisance value. Some of them may have been justified in the initial days 
of repeal, but is it not true that taverns have proven their willingness to submit 
to a variety of regulations and by their personal integrity have proved that they 
are fit persons to operate under a minimum of community supervision - for example, 
Police Dept., Fire Dept., etc. 

The American tavern, and I am influenced by my own observations in New York State, 
and mor particularly in Schenectady County, has reached a position in American 
life which makes it a very definite component of government. It has needed to 
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grow up and earn its way through cooperation and acceptance of the many regulations 
imposed upon it by a variety of organizations. Certainly, if you wish to open a 
hardware store, a church or a medical practice, you only need to conform to a mini- 
mum of public regulations, but not so in the tavern industry. You need to be know- 
ledgeable on the aims and objectives of every arm of government and in one way or 
another, comply with those objectives. But, strangely enough, taverns have com- 
plied despite the nuisance value of all of these community restrictions. 

Must this go on eternally? Has not the time arrived when the tavern industry, in- 
stead of being talked at may try talking to? Instead of having policemen enter 
the establishment peering into the faces of legitimate customers, has not the time 
come when the tavern industry may take a look at the police department? Is it not 
as well established in the neighborhood as the so-called “cop on the beat?" The 
tavern pays more taxes, contributes more to humanitarian organizations and perhaps 
it is just as equally law-abiding because it is heavily insulated with restrictions. 
The practice of permitting policemen to enter taverns, peering into the faces of 
customers is insulting to those customers as well as to the entire industry. Just 
what does he expect to find in an establishment owned and operated by a respectable 
individual? The continuation of this practice indicts the owner and his customers 
as persons suspected as to morals or criminality. It would seem that law enforce- 
ment personnel might better be used on other assignments. 

This practice also harps back to the tenderloin era —- when policemen sought tid-bits 
of sorts. Certainly, a modern, progressive policeman aware of your philosophy of 
your job must find this type of duty offensive to his intelligence. 

In many editions of our newspapers we are given the erroneous impression that tav- 
erns and their patrons provide sources of trouble to local police departments. Does 
it occur to you that there are fewer police calls to taverns than to private homes? 
A breakdown of the records of the Schenectady Police Department reveals that there 
were many calls to taverns but there was no specific breakdown as to the reason for 
the call. Should a person become ill on one of our streets or should one become 
injured or should he suddenly feel the need of help of one sort or another, it is 
quite unlikely that he would ring the door bell of a private home. Instead, the 
tavern stands out as a beacon - it is brightly lighted until a late hour at night; 
it has running water, toilet facilities, telephone, and above all, a cooperative 
manager. The police admit that many of the calls to taverns are necessitated be- 
cause taverns ask for help for sick people, lost children and strangers in need of 
a variety of services. The newspaper account, therefore, of a police call to a 
tavern does not necessarily mean that the tavern itself is in difficulty. The 
tavern, therefore is a community institution with the distinction of having its 
doors open more hours than other places and having the facilities and the "know- 
how" of helping people. 

Those who work in the neighborhood tavern operations are aware of the many troubled 
personswho come to them for help. It has been rightly said that there is more psy- 
chology practiced over a bar than on the psychiatrist's couch. People come to the 
tavern with family problems, financial problems, job problems, and health problems. 
They know of no other place to go. Hence, they turn to the place that is brightly 
lighted, warm in winter, cool in summer and above.all, interested in them. The 
tavern is not necessarily a drinking place. It is a gathering place where people 
meet and socialize and perhaps to stabilize themselves. 
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It behooves the industry not to consider its establishments as "saloons" or "bars" 
or "joints". It is something entirely different because during the past 25 years 
they have been emerging into something more similar to the English pub where per- 

sons are welcome regardless of color, race or creed. What more democratic environ- 
ment exists in any other business? 

The tavern man knows why individuals come to his place; what their needs are and, 
of course, what their potentials are for giving difficulty. Therefore, one cannot 
run a strictly impersonal place; one must individualize the service, making the 
customer feel welcome but also making him realize that the establishment is yours 
for keeps and it shall not be abused by him or anyone else. The owners dignity 
and his sense of well-being truly reflect the kind of place he is operating. 
He gets the kind of behavior he asks for - and remember, he still does the asking. 
He is the Captain of his ship and which way it rolls depends upon him. 

In my meandering around the City of schenectady and Schenectady County, I wonder 
just how many people use service-men's clubs, social clubs, fraternities, union 
halls and church basements? Invariably the lights begin to dim at an early even- 
ing hour. They are not being used to their maximum capacity and yet many of them 
enjoy generous tax-exemption privileges. The liquor establishment, rather highly 
taxed, has competed with the so-called endowed institutions and has come out on top. 
The American tavern has fought its way into public confidence where we find it to- 
day. It can only be kept there so long as owners Obey the existing laws and coop- 
erate with their own local, state and national trade associations, which were cre- 
ated for their individual good as well as the protection of the public. An unaf- 
filiated tavern is like an orphan child ~- well meaning and good, no doubt -- but 
with no provision for proper parental direction, It is because some of your far. 
sighted people in the business have seen fit to band together for self~education 
as well as education of the community that the tavern has reached its present high 
standards in the public mind. 

Their cooperation with the various forces of government and the voluntary social 
and health agencies of the community have set a pattern for many other industries 
to follow. Do not turn back. The taverns should preserve the level of integrity 
it has attained because it has shown society that it is not just a drinking place, 
an establishment where brawls are perpetrated or tolerated, but truly a social in- 
stitution. 

Thomas E. Connolly, ACSW 
Alcoholism Information & Referral Center 
277 STate Street 
Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 
37 2—3371 



BUSINESS IS PEOPLE 

People today are spending a great deal of time studying our environment with a view 

to finding ways of making life more pleasant and satisfying. Researchers, econo- 

mists, town planners, sociologists are gathering mounds of data on urban renewal, 

industrial planning, trade, transportation and every facet of our modern way of 

life. No matter how many neat figures and facts are gleaned, this is, basically, 

a study in human relations. 

Human relations might be described simply as “interaction of individuals in a con- 
munity." I prefer the description used by a top industrial consultant, who de- 

clared to the Vancouver Chamber of Commerce some years ago that “Business is Pedple. 

Think of what this means! The community that we have attempted to fit into a pat- 

tern now becomes an aggregation of people! - people who are competing for status, 
position and security; people who are threatened by the very nature of the indus- 
trial community in which they had hoped to gain security; inflexible people who are 
unable to cope with changing conditions; and flexible people who are frustrated by 
the apparent inertia of the industrial community. 

Considering Alcoholism in Industry, we must keep this image of individual people in 
our minds, for it is not enough to talk about situations, problems, and conditions 
without considering human factors. 

Under today's rapidly changing economic and trade conditions, business executives 
must find new methods of production, sales, distribution, automation and general 
procedures. Cost factors also dictate more economical use of personnel along with 
retraining and relocation programs. And in the face of these new business methods, 
the labor force (another community ) is justly concerned with job security and op- 
portunity. 

A certain unease is evident, and for the most part management has found it prudent 
to move with caution where the welfare of the employee is concerned. Fortunately, 
at least in Canada, enough cooperation exists between business and labor to permit 
frank discussion on how these new conditions are to be met, and the responsibilities 
of each group in making the transition with the least possible upset. 

Such consultation is bound to benefit a majority of people involved in commerce and 
industry. Nevertheless, there are people who present special problems which must 
be dealt with on an individual basis. There are the handicapped; the elderly; the 
the disabled workers; the unstable workers; the uneducated; and among others, the 
chronically ill. In the latter category are those with such illnesses as diabetes, 
epilepsy, arrested or cured tuberculosis, and Alcoholism. It is with Alcoholism 
with which we are primarily concerned. 

Although the person with Alcoholism is most certainly chronically ill, and may ap- 
pear to be a liability to his employer, he can be restored to a productive place in 
the industrial commMinity. 

It is almost impossible to obtain an accurate estimate of the cost to society of the 
illness Alcoholism... Much of this cost is borne by commerce and industry through 
absenteeism, wasted materials, accidents, reduced work efficiency and lowered morale. 

Most of these are hidden factors--hidden because the alcoholic worker is able to con- 
ceal his illness for many years. 
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Why is the alcoholic able to cover up his condition so effectively for so long a 
time? A study reported by Dr. Milton Maxwell may hold some of the answers. It in 
dicates that the alcoholic has a great deal of help in concealing his problem. Al- 
though 44% of respondents in the study claimed they received no assistance from fel- 
low employees in covering up, a similar number had received cooperation from a va- 
riety of fellow-workers, including their supervisors! 

Some supervisors ignored the condition, ruling out any corrective action. Others 
made excuses to their superiors or told outright lies to account for the poor work 
record of the alcoholic employee. Fellow employees helped to maintain secrecy by 
helping him avoid contact with his superiors. 

The results of this line-management collaboration were evident in the opinion of ex- 
ecutive management that incidence of alcoholism in their industry was insignificant, 
whereas more than 75% of supervisors believed the rate was two percent or higher. 

Failure to recognize the serious proportions of the problem, indicates management is 
also unaware of the high cost of alcoholism in industry. The cost IS high. 

In another study of alcohclics, medical records of one company revealed some very 
st&rtling information. Comparing a problem group of employees to a control-group, it 
was revealed that the problem drinkers had two and a half times as many cases of ill- 
ness or injury-caused absence lasting eight days or more, as the control-group, 

Sickness payments for alcoholics were three and a half times those paid to the controle 
group. in the case of women, the ratio was about two to one. 

These figures show that, in terms of sickness payments only, alcoholics cost their 
employer almost three times as much as the controls. 

Regarding accidents, on and off-the-job, the total number recorded by alcoholics was 
3.6 times ag large as that of the controls. 

Briefly, then, the alcoholics in this study were absent 24 times as many days, cost 
three times as much in sickness benefits, and had 3.6 times as many accidents as the 
matched controls. 

The effect of having an alcoholic in their midst can also have serious consequences 
of lowered morale for other employees. They are expected to operate at peak effi- 
ciency, yet they see their supervisor or immediate superior covering up for an ob- 
viously inefficient alcoholic employee. lowered morale means reduced productivity, 
higher scrap rate, discontent, higher accident rate, and inferior product. If the 
alcoholic happens to be at executive or management level, his whole area of responsi- 
bility suffers, yet management may look elsewhere for the trouble, seeking causes 
where they do not exist. 

The key to solving the problem in one’s own business lies in recognizing alcoholism 
for what it is -- an illness ~~ being able to detect alcoholic employees, and know- 
ing what to do about it. 

Obvious cases are spotted easily, but what about those people in earlier stages of 
alcoholism and more difficult to detect? The secret here is to balance off present- 
day performance against what it was in previous years. If there is indication that 
it is something less than it used to be, in spite of the person's efforts to compen- 
sate, then it will pay to investigate further. 
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Management often finds it difficult to be objective about a person who is seriously 
disrupting their operation. There are a few things to be considered about the al- 
coholic employee which will help to clarify the problem: 

- He was hired originally because he had talents that were useful. 
« He was intelligent, loyal, a hard worker, ambitious,-a self-starter, honest, 

reliable (the sort of person needed in the business), and likely still is. 
He is a family man, and needs the job. 
He may be difficult to replace, because of the nature of his work. 
He likely doesn’t drink on the job. 
The business has a big investment in him. 
It’s going to cost real money to train another man. 
These facts don’t rule out the possibility that he may ales be unpopular and 
you're weli rid of him. This isn’t too likely, because it would be hard to 
justify why he had been kept on the payroil for any length of time. 

Firing the alcoholic employee may not be the answer ~ in fact it may be extremely 
expensive. If nothing else, one must consider the cost of re-hiring and training, 
along with the general disruption in the department concerned. 

There are some steps that can be taken to deal with alcoholics now on staff, and to 
prevent future problems. It is essential first to recognize that alcoholism is an 
iliness - an iliness that is treatable, even under duress, Next, the company should 
establish policy and procedure to encourage the alcoholic employee to come forward 
for treatment. in addition to recognizing alcoholism as an illness, the policy should 
explain how the company will aid the alcoholic employee, setting out specifically how 
this will be accomplished. 

The policy should also set limitations on this aid but clearly stating that no puni- 
tive action will be taken unless an employee refuses treatment or if treatment is 
unsuccessful. It' would also be stated explicitly that "covering up" a case of al- 
coholism by other personnel is a serious breach of policy that will result in strict 
disciplinary measures. 

In order to remove the stigma from the illness alcoholism, the company’s medical 
scheme should not make any distinction between alcoholism and any other illness that 
comes under the scope of the plan. Finally, and possibly most important, executives 
and supervisory staff must be oriented to the illness alcoholism so that they can 
recognize it when they see it, and deal with effectively. 

What does a company gain by instituting such a program? First of all, respect--re- 
spect of employees, of labor unions, of the medical profession, of the rest of the 
business community including customers, and of the alcoholic employee himself. Also 
accrued to the company are all the benefits of improved moral - higher efficiency, 
improved Pronger te ty reduced accident rates, loyalty, and a smoother operation. 

Finally, hs responsibility in the matter of alcoholism now rests where it belongs. 
Supervisors and foremen will be relieved to know that in all likelihood they will 
be doing the aicoholic a favor by sending him for treatment. The alcoholic employee 
will also be able to maintain his dignity and integrity by voluntarily seeking help 
under a plan that is not punitive but therapeutic. 

This is Human Relations at its best - individual interaction that seeks to preserve 
human dignity and basic rights, while at the same time providing every opportunity 
for free expression and maximum growth. 

T.E. Connolly - Alcoholism Information Center - 277 State Street, Schenectady, N.Y, 
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For many years the Anerican people Havé-Spent billiGas of dottars~on =aarbein, of 
health causes. Those billions of dollars have certainly paid excellent dividendss—— 
Particularly in the area of Tuberculosis and Poliomyelitis have we in recent years 
seen great advances. Only because of the generous mothers who rang doorbells year 
after year on the behalf of Polio do we now have such stunning results. In the area 
of Tuberculosis, people purchase Christmas seals, proceeds of which are channeled 
into research and service programs that have now produced results. Heart, Cancer, 
Retardation, Muscular Dystrophy, Multiple Sclerosis, Cerebral Palsy —- a veritable 
litany of health causes are now being actively worked upon in one way or another 
by citizens as well as official agencies. In the not too distant future we will 
find a better way of life for the American people as a result of their neighbor's 
interest. 

There is one chronic illness, however, which is not getting its due share of atten- 
tion. And that is ALCOHOLISM. Either because it bears a stigma, or because many of 
us have personal feelings of guilt, Alcoholism suffers. Persons will generously give 
to almost any health cause, but when asked to give for Alcoholism, there is consider- 
able hesitation, as though the solicitor of the gift was suspicious of the prospec- 
tive donors behavior. Alcoholism is truly hidden, and until it is brought to the 
forefront, it will remain so. 

Few persons are aware of the vast and destructive effect of Alcoholism in every seg- 
ment of community life. Few persons are aware of the nature of the disease. Some 
strides have been made in the past thirty years. There is a growing availability 
of accurate information and increased facilities. One rarely reads in the obituary 
that one died of Alcoholism, although the death rate is a fairly high one. Neither 
does one, in reading the wills of wealthy persons ever see any mention of money set 
aside for Alcoholism. We, do, however, have the Smithers Foundation in New York 
City which did provide a large sum of money for an Alcohol Research Center at Rut- 
gers University. This, perhaps, is the first such recognition on the part of a 
wealthy person or foundation of the needs in this area. 

Some reasons why Alcoholism is hidden are, in the first place, there is ignorance 
of the disease. Most.persons believe all alcoholics to be comparable to "Winos"” or 
"Panhandlers" whom they see on the streets. Oddly enough, such persons are not al- 
ways alcoholic and they actually represent only one to three percent of the total 
alcoholic population of any community. However, the fact that alcoholics manifest 
bizarre and anti-social behavior causes most persons to dislike them and to shun 
the company of drinking individuals. Most persons drink, anyway, if they are 
adult, and they feel that they handle their alcohol without too many problems. 
They therefore resent those who become intoxicated. They feel that this is a will- 
ful, almost sinful thing, and will have no part of it. In short, the public atti- 
tude hag long condemned such people, and they are impatient with them. Alcoholics, 
themselves, lose their self-respect, lose their families and become disassociated 
with their environment. Families actually move from one community to another to 
avoid being identified with the alcoholic relatives. Most of our attitudes to- 
wards alcoholics are based on rather early conditioning. We have known alcoholics 
in college or in our jobs; we became impatient, particularly if we tried to help 
them, because material help is generally very hazardous to the individual. 
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We, therefore, lose interest and decide to have nothing to do with them. The alco- 
holic, however, has amazing tenacity because he loses his scruples and his inhibi- 
tions; he will be able to "con" money from people. He frequently steals family 
heirlooms and sells them for alcohol. He frequently comes almost on bended knee 
begging for another chance. So sincerely is this done, that many of us who should 
long since have learned a good lesson, will again extend funds or other help, only 
to have the alcoholic let us down. The alcoholic will insulate himself in various 
ways so that we are not initially aware of his problem. Many alcoholics use per- 
fume in order to cover up the odor of alcohol on their bodies. Female alcoholics 
would use very heavy makeup so that the wrinkles that follow excessive drinking 

y are pretty well-covered. They will refer to aches and pains which they claim 

IN 
are only helped by alcohol despite the fact that physicians may have warned them 
against using such beverages as a form of treatment. 

Te ee aT sa, 

sel Alcoholism has traditionally borne the connotation of weak-will, weak—character and 
_ Moral degeneracy. Families have attempted to conceal the "shame" in their midst. 

They have actually financed their alcoholic members in distant communities in order 
to avoid notoriety. The fact that the alcoholic is capable of unusual behavior 
keeps one guessing constantly as to the next episode in which he may become in- 
volved. There are numerous instances of alcoholics who have developed what is 
known as "telephonitis" and who persist in telephoning such persons as the Presi- 
dent of the United States, the Mayor of the city or the Chief of Police and con- 
plain about otherwise innocuous situations. This not only gets them into trouble, 
but causes considerable embarragsment to families. Friends and relatives very of. 
ten are misguided in attempting to help the alcoholic by giving him money. This is 
extremely dangerous because presumably this helps to finance another binge or some 
other episode which will lead to arrest or embarrassment. The alcoholic should al- 
ways be referred to a professional person trained and competent to evaluate his 

_ situation and do something about it. There is frequently a physiological cause 
for the disease. He should, of course, be under medical care. Social workers, 
counsellors and others rarely will become involved with an alcoholic until they 
are certain he has had a complete physical examination including a complete 
blood—-sugar examination and a chest X-ray. 

We are prone to look upon the alcoholic as some unusual, rundown character similar 
to those seen on skid-rows about the country. We conceive of them as people who 
live in jungles and under railroad bridges or in abandoned buildings in the urban 
areas. This, however, represents a very small minority of the alcoholics in the 
United States at this time. The motion pictures and television invariably depict 
the alcoholic as a downtrodden, unshaven, unkempt clownlike person who evokes 
laughter wherever he appears. Actually, there are very few such persons and the 
alcoholic who presents a community problem is a more sophisticated, serious, 
monied individual. It is reliably stated that there are about 5 million chronic 
alcoholics in the United States. The skid-row population is approximately 
500,000. Of the people on skid-row, 25 to 32%, or 3% of them represent the 
total drinking population. 

This means that 97% of the American alcoholics are apparently normal individuals 
plugging to keep up the facade of normalcy. They have families, belong to clubs, 
contribute to community endeavors and ostensibly lead normal lives. Their drink. 
ing may disrupt some of the usual patterns of living. The alcoholic may cancel 
appointments on very short notice; he is unpredictable, not always reliable, he 
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is quite likely to overdraw his checking account and not pay his bills on time. 

They generally have jobs because they are capable of skill, but attendance is 

generally poor. They know they are sick, they know they are alcoholic; but ac- 

tually they do not know how to escape from the clutches of this disease. This 

makes it a hidden problem. Unfortunately, employers very often "cover-up" em- 

ployees because they are valuable people and they feel that perhaps part-time 

service is better than none at all. This is not always good for the alcoholic 

because it provides a crutch. He knows that he can drink constantly and get pro= 

tection from his employer or other persons. In some of the large industries, ale 

though there may be firm personnel policies regarding chronic drinking, the fore- 

man and other subordinates take it upon themselves to protect individuals partly 

out of sympathy and partly because of paternal feelings developed down through 

many years of association. 

There are many definitions of Alcoholism provided by a variety of organizations 

and individuals. However, since the American Medical Society has submitted a defi- 

nition, it may be well to be guided by that one. The A.M.A. states that "Alcohol 

ism" is a chronic, progressive disease, which if left untreated, leads to disrup- 

tion of normal patterns of living and eventual insanity or early death." Since 

scientific and professional interest is so recent, there is confusion of terminol- 

ogy among workers in the field. When the writer had the experience of attending 

Rutgers University for a three weeks course in Alcoholism, the matter of confused 

terminology became quite apparent. Persons from various parts of the country 

used different terms to describe alcoholics and certainly their definitions of lp 

the disease varied marked \Alcoholism is a disorder of behavior characterized —, 

. by either ar e extent that it exceeds customary dietary use or ordl- 

! nary compliance with the social drinking customs of the community. That, of 

course, interferes with the drinkers health, interpersonal relations or economic 

functioning. Certainly, excessive use of alcohol does offset one’s nutrition so ~ 

\Y that in the drying-out process, considerable attention must be given to the need 

_for adequate vitamins and this should only be provided under expert help. 

As a result of chronic Alcoholism, a variety of complications naturally arise in 

the human body. These can be physical or psychological due to, perhaps, any ex- 

cess. Acute Alcoholism is a state of intoxication and an acute alcoholic state 

is a physical and mental disorder of alcoholics associated with, or immediately 

consequent to, a prolonged bout resulting in delerium tremens or psychomotor 

agitation. 

Treatment of acute Alcoholism is primarily a medical problem which is best handled 

in a general hospital setting because of physical symptoms such as: dehydration, 

extreme nervousness, tremors and general physical discomfort. Since the general 

hospitals do- have the facilities for treatment of the total person, it is essen- 

tial that the alcoholic be assigned to such an institution. It is debatable as 

to the type of ward or room to which the alcoholic should be assigned. Many per- 

sons feel he should be treated as any other medical problem. Some authorities 

feel that because the alcoholic is unpredictable and likely to be mentally de- 

ranged, he should be in a secured environment. 

The treatment of the chronic condition is an entirely different matter. This be- 

comes a psychological factor with strong social implications. The personnel essen- 

tial for the treatment of the chronic alcoholic should be of a different discipline.
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| Part of the treatment requires re-educating the alcoholic to a life ef total ab- 
'gtention. The treatment requires a long relationship with the persons involved. 
All the elements of the world in which the alcoholic lives needs to be reorgan- 
ized; that is, his family, his pastor, his employer, his social contact, frater- _ 
nal contacts and organizations related to his job such as professional societies 
and labor unions. bs 

Out-patient Clinics with multi-disciplinary approach and heavy emphasis on the 
role of the-social worker has proven a most effective method. Alcoholics Anony- 
mous, which is rather loosely structured, permits the alcoholic to meet new associ- 
ates who have problems similar to his. The usual Alcoholics Anonymous meeting is 

a group therapy session operated on a somewhat lay level. The tools of A.A. are 

spiritual, social and psychological. They work for the majority of persons provi- 

ded, of course, they have seen their physicians and they are ready and willing to 
accept the kind of help that Alcoholics Anonymous affords. In addition, of course, 

there is the fact that communities are lessening the old hostility and condemnation 

of the alcoholic and are giving him some hope for his eventual sobriety. 

The etiology of Alcoholism still remains unknown, There is actually no cure al- 

though the disease can be arrested. The great variety of elements involved in suc- 

cessful treatment is indicative of the possibility of a broad variety of causes. 

Many of these remain unknown. However, the fact that no alcoholic can safely touch 

alcohol, has given impetus to a search for a psysiological cause. 

Psychological theories about Alcoholism abound, but research still leaves much to 

be desired. Good psychiatric research on Alcoholism is badly needed. Too many 

theories have been accepted without sufficient evidence. Social facilities have 

advanced only recently gaining widespread attention and show promise of making 

real contributions. 

The whole area of research is expanding not only in Alcoholism and its causes, but 

effects on the body and the social and cultural aspects of drinking in relation to 

the evidence of Alcoholism. As previously indicated, considerable research into 

the etiology and treatment is being attempted at this time. This is only part of 

the work being done in a vast and complex field. Research, however, needs to be 

+ stimulated by interest and public demand. This is a result of community health 

education, and, of course, the submission of proof that something needs to be done. 

“The advent of Alcoholics Anonymous in 1935 has been, perhaps, the most stimulating 

force in arousing an interest in Alcoholism and in proving that actually something 

can be done for this disease. The fact that there are about 250,000 recovered al- 

coholics as a result of Alcoholics Anonymous activity has helped to change com- 

munity attitudes towards the alcoholic. In 1940, Yale Center of Alcohol Studies 

opened and this, of course, helped to educate physicians, social workers, psycholo- 

gists and others. In 1944, the National Council on Alcoholism with its educational 

program, its clearing house of information, reference library and consultation ser- 

vica and tha organization of local community affiliates has helped considerably. 

Connecticut,in 1945, established the first state-wide program devoted specifically 

to Alcoholism. At the present time over forty states in the Union do have state- 

wide Alcoholism programs. 

The American Medical Association has spent considerable money for community 
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education and at this writing there are television spot announcements being viewed 
daily by millions of people across the country. These spot announcements are in- 
tended to obviate hostility towards Alcoholism and thealcoholic. They also point 
up the availability of community resources and the fact that some more of them are 
essential. The American Medical Association has released some specific statements, 
that is, a definition, of Alcoholism. They have categorized the disease for which 
there is no known cure, but which may be greatly relieved by use of community re- 
sources. The A.M.A. also called upon hospitals to cooperate in the treatment of 
acute Alcoholism. It will be noted that even hospitals in this area have refused 
to accept alcoholics until quite recently. At the present time over forty states 
in the Union do have state-wide Alcoholism programs. Educators, clergymen, busi- 
nessmen and organized labor are all taking anothe? at ‘Alcoholism and are adjusting 
their approaches to it in the light of modern scientific findings. Also, profes- 
sional organizations are halding special sessions on Alcoholism. Local Health 
Departments have divisions on Alcoholism and are orienting particularly interested 
employees to work in this field. There are many good materials now available, 
usually free, and these may be found in pamphlet racks in churches and public 
buildings. 

The hidden problem is being observed, studied and ig beginning to be dealth with. 
Control and even prevention have thereby become a good possibility in the United 
States. 
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MEASURE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH /) 

What are some of the characteristics you expect to find in a/person with 
good mental health? ~ a 

Keep in mind the fact that “people are different.” Nowhere in the world will 
you find two persons who are exactly alike. Our bodies are unique - each one in 

some way is unlike any other. From a physical aspect, the average or normal person 

is one who in a general way is not very different from the rest of us. - 

In looking for the person who has good mental health, we find the same thing - 
“people are different.” They think and feel’ in their own individual way. Not only 
bodies, but minds are unique - each one unlike any other mind. 

However, there are certain attitudes (habits of thinking and feeling) which, 

to a reasonable degree, are found in all normal people - those with good mental 
hea lth. 

1. You will find that a person with normal mental health is able to deal with the 
Gemands of life as they come. He does it by attacking the problems of the day 
as they arise. One cannot solve the problems of tomorrow by worrying about 
them today. This is a far different thing from planning new techniques or 
trying to avoid problems before they arise. There is a vast difference between 
planning and worrying. Utopian day-dreaming does not solve problems, You must 

face reality. Life is neither a rose garden, nor a garbage dump. It may be 

either or both, You will never solve your problems by running away from them. 
Challenge every new obstacle you meet, rather than yield to it. Give any 
Situation all you have; then be satisfied when you reach your limit. 

2. People with good mental health have at least one thing in commons They Like 
themselves, You cannot be happy and do good work unless you have a good 
opinion of yourself, Good mental health and happiness are two sides of the 
same coin, This does not mean that you must have an inflated opinion of youre 

self. Nor does it mean that you are perfectly satisfied with yourself. It 
simply means that way down deep inside, you must approve of yourself, You 

can't hate yourself and do good work, If you hate yourself (or anyone else) 
you limit your ability and may destroy your physical as well as your mental 

health, Love, in itself, is both dynamic and therapeutic, 

3. People who have good mental health accept their responsibilities. If the 

demands of life are toc great or unfair, then they begin planned changes. 

And, when they discover that situations cannot be altered, they simply adjust 

to (accept) whatever is necessary, This “adjustment” is not a resignation 

that is like a defeat, It is, rather, a healthy facing of reality, If the 
adjustment that must be made is too severe, then they plan for new werk or 

start a long-range program to change their environment. Do your best with 

what you have where you are, 

4, Healthy-minded people plan for the future, They attempt to mold it to their 

own size. They do not know what will happen any more than anybody else does, 
but they do not fear the future, They have confiden¢ge that each new day will 

provide solutions fcr the problems it brings. By planning for the future you 
can make your own destiny. You can write your own ticket. Everything we have 

done, thought, and felt in the past makes us what we are today. In this way 

we build cur personality. What we will be and have in the future will be the 
result of our actions, thoughts, and feelings in the past and today. We get 
what we earn - no more and no less, It is a true fact of experience that you 

(continued) 
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tend to become what your mind pictures, provided you give the mental picture 

strong, emotional support, and if the objective is sound, You can reach your 

goals; your test dreams can come true, You can get to where you want to go, if 

you just know where it ise Many people get nowhere simply because they do not 

know where they want to go. This is true because we live in that kind cf a 

world, 

5. Men and Women who have normal mental health welcome change and new experiences. 

It is impossible to stand still. We are - whether we like it or not - always 

changing. The flesh and blood of our bodies change within a short period, We 

are always going forward or backward, Change is a definite part of life. The 

one essential thing in a normal person's life is his ability to adjust himself, 

withcut frustration and failure, to changing situations, 

6, To have mental health is to find a reasonable amount of happiness and satis- 

faction in your work and in day by day activities. Within your mind are all 

the resources needed for successful living. Unhappiness is an illness of the 

mind, Like tuberculosis, it is communicable - it is passed from one person to 

another. Like opium, it is habit-forming, Like all habits it is self-induced - 

we think atid feel what we want to think and feel, You are the boss of your 

mind, 

7. People who are healthy-minded are able to think for themselves, They make their 

own decisions and then accept the responsibility for making them. -When they 

make mistakes, they acknowledge them, But instead of crying over them, they 

resolve never to make the same mistakes again, They are not like the person who 

makes the same mistakes over and over with the same unpleasant result. You can 

profit by your mistakes, 

8. People with healthy minds have faith in themselves, in others and most importe 

ant of all, in God. “Nothing walks with aimless feet.” If in the depth of 

your mind you visualize the best and employ the powers of faith and energy, 

you will get the best, 

j 
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MEASURE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH 

What are some of the characteristics you expect to find in a person with 
good mental health? | 

Keep in mind the fact that “people are different.’ Nowhere in the world will 
you find two persons who are exactly alike. Our bodies are unique - each one in 
some way is unlike any other, From a physical aspect, the average or normal person 

is one who in a general way is not very different from the rest of us, 

In looking for the person who has good mental health, we find the same thing - 

"people are different.” They think and feel in their own individual way. Not only 

bodies, but minds are unique - each one unlike any other mind, 

However, there are certain attitudes (habits of thinking and feeling) which, 

to a reasonable degree, are found in all normal people - those with good mental 

health. | ) . 

1. You will find that a person with normal mental health is able to deal with the 
demands of life as they come. He does it by attacking the problems of the day 
as they arise. One cannot solve the problems of tomorrow by worrying about 
them today. This is a far different thing from planning new techniques or 
trying to avoid problems before they arise. There is a vast difference between 
planning and worrying. Utopian day-dreaming does not solve problems. You must 

face reality. Life is neither a rose garden, nor a garbage dump. It may be 

either or both. You will never solve your problems by running away from them, 

Challenge every new obstacle you meet, rather than yield to it. Give any 
situation all you have; then be satisfied when you reach your limit. 

2. People with good mental health have at least one thing in common: They Like 

themselves. You cannot be happy and do good work unless you have a good 
opinion of yourself. Good mental health and happiness are two sides of the 
same coin, This does not mean that you must have an inflated opinion of your- 

self. Nor does it mean that you are perfectly satisfied with yourself. It 

simply means that way down deep inside, you must approve of yourself. You 

can't hate yourself and do good work, If you hate yourself (or anyone else) 

you limit your ability and may destroy your physical as well as your mental 

health, Love, in itself, is both dynamic and therapeutic, 

3. People who have good mental health accept their responsibilities, If the 

demands of life are toc great or unfair, then they begin planned changes. 

And, when they discover that situations cannot be altered, they simply adjust 

to (accept) whatever is necessary, This "adjustment" is not a resignation 

that is like a defeat. It is, rather, a healthy facing of reality, If the 

adjustment that must be made is too severe, then they plan for new werk or 

start a long-range program to change their environment, Do your best with 

what you have where you are, 

4, Healthy-minded people plan for the future, They attempt to mold it to their 

own size. They do not know what will happen any more than anybody else does, 

but they do not fear the future, They have confidence that each new day will 

provide solutions fcr the problems it brings. By planning for the future you 

can make your own destiny, You can write your own ticket. Everything we have 

done, thought, and felt in the past makes us what we are today. In this way 

we build our personality. What we will be and have in the future will be the 

result of our actions, thoughts, and feelings in the past and today. We get 

what we earn - no more and no less, It is a true fact of experience that you 

(continued) 
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tend to become what your mind pictures, provided you give the mental picture. 

strong, emotional support, and if the objective is sound, You can reach your 

goals your test dreams can come true. You can get to where you want to go, if 

you just know where it is. Many people get nowhere simply because they do not 

know where they want to go. This is true because we live in that kind of a 

world, 

5. Men and Women who have normal mental health welcome change and new experiences. 

It is impossible to stand still, We are - whether we like it or not - always 

changing. The flesh and blood of our bodies change within a short period. We 

are always going forward or backward, Change is a definite part of life. The 

one essential thing in a normal person's life is his ability to adjust himself, 

withcut frustration and failure, to changing situations, 

6. To have mental health is to find a reasonable amount of happiness and satis- 

faction in your work and in day by day activities. Within your mind are all 

the resources needed for successful living. Unhappiness is an illness of the 

mind. Like tuberculosis, it is communicable - it is passed from one person to 

another. Like opium, it is habit-forming. Like all habits it is self-induced - 

we think aid feel what we want to think and feel, You are the boss of your 

mind, : 

7. People who are healthy-minded are able to think for themselves. They make their 

own decisions and then accept the responsibility for making them. When they 

make mistakes, they acknowledge them, But instead of crying over them, they 

resolve never to make the same mistakes again, They are not like the person who 

makes the same mistakes over and over with the same unpleasant result, You can 

profit by your mistakes, 

8. People with healthy minds have faith in themselves, in others and most importe 

ant of all, in God. "Nothing walks with aimless feet.” If in the depth of 

your mind you visualize the best and employ the powers of faith and energy, 

you will get the best. 

Onondaga Health Association, Inc, 

(Local Christmas Seal Associaticn) 
502 McCarthy\Bldg.,-Syracuse 2, N. Ye 
Tel, HA 2-12417 
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Narcotic Addicts - Prisoners or Patients? 

by Thomas E. Connolly, Exeev-tive—Director 

Onendaga Health—Association —_/) ; i 
be otiuyttaea— [reed 

Narcotic addiction is not only one of the most dreadful and contagious of 

all diseases confronting civilization today - but it is by far the most menacing. 

It is an evil which strikes anywhere, anytime, in the large cities as well 

as most rural communities, and an evil which has no regard for color, creed, social 

or economic standing. 

This problem of narcotics has become most troublesome to the law enforcement 

agencies; it has become a thorn in the side of the medical and social professions 

and is responsible for the self destruction, family disintegration and social dis- 

organization of any community wherein it strikes, 

Narcotics first began to plague society in this country in the early 1900's, 

It was during these early years that opium began to find its way into the rapidly 

growing illicit market, 

From opium came morphine - a drug widely known for its blessings in the 
treatment of the sick and injured - yet this very drug when placed in the hands of 

the addict becomes a highly dangerous drug. 

; From morphine - the chemists discovered Heroin, the enslaving drug that has 

been responsible fot thousands of addicts both young and old, 

From 1914 when the U. S. passed the Harrison Narcotic Act, which was essen- 

tially a tax producing and non-criminal law to control incoming drugs, to 1922 the 

problem steadily increased to a point where the condition was a serious problem, 

It was during that period that the clinic system of doling our narcotics was 

attempted. As we all know, this system rapidly fell by the wayside as a complete 

failure, leading to the establishment of federal hospitals at Lexington, Ky. and 

Fort Worth, Texas for the treatment of addicts on commitment basis, 

Before and during World War II, Europe had amassed huge stockpiles of illicit 
drugs - these later fell into the hands of the German Armies who literally "dumped" 

them as the allies closed in. These drugs soon began to find their way into the 
United States and it was then that the U. S. passed the Boggs Law to punish nar- 
cotic traffickers, 

U. N. followed by establishment of the U. N. Opium Protocol to limit pro- 

eduction of Heroin; and until a few years ago the U. Ne Commission on Narcotics 

was making progress in keeping the orld supply of opium and Heroin within the 

legal bounds and in the responsible hands of the medical profession - but when the 

Communists took over China ~- the market became flooded with illicit narcotics 

again - and we have every reason to believe that the Commies deliberately encouraged 

an increase in the production of narcotics and made them available for shipment to 

the “gangsters” in this country who sold them at extremely high prices. 

Of course there are other channels of narcotic supply, Addicts have robbed 

and burglarized drug stores or doctors’ offices, Occasionally they find an un- 

principled nurse or doctor who for a price will supply them. They will steal, 

they will do most anything to get their narcotics. 
(continued) 
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Now You May Ask - Why All The Fuss? 
Well, simply because narcotic addiction is something so remote from 

most people that it is given little consideration, 

We look at the addict as a movie or TV character - But He Does Exist - He 
cr she may be riding in the bus with you each day - seemingly perfectly normal. 
And as long as the addict has his daily ration he might appear normal on the surface 
and it is cifficult to distinguish him. 

The narcotics addict is a serious problem to cur law enforcement agencies 
because he must in so many cases support His terrible craving with a life of crime. 
Illicit narcotics are expensive, costing the average addict more per year than the 
amount required to keep a family in comfort and security. 

But What Is An Addict? 

Specifically a narcotic addict is a human being who for some reason has be 
come chemically and nervously adjusted to a state of existence in which life is 

intolerable unless his body is infused with a narcotic drug, The makeseup of the 

human body cries for normalcy and changes are constantly taking place to bring 

abnormalities into life. We adjust readily to changes in temperature, different 
foods, water and air, But when we deliberately inject a substance which creates 
a thrilling abnormality like a "jolt," the addict enjoys in the early stages of 
his addiction, the body rebels, It tries to adjust back to normal. This makes it 
necessary for the acdict to inject greater quantities of dope each time to get the 
effect he craves, It also causes him greater misery to be without his drug, After 
a while there is a leveling cff process, His body has learned to live with the in- 
vader - but NOT without it, 

Life now becomes a state of existence in which only one thing has any mean- 
ing - the next "fix" or "shot", 

The love cf husbane or wife, friends, morality, religion, country, even 
simple things like good food and good times - all are nothing, Only narcotics 
occupy the body. 

Is There Any Hope For The Acdict? 

We feel there is, But only a small percentage or the addicts treated ever 
achieve a permanent cure and these are the young, strong and the determined, And 
the tragedy is that while well adjusted people seldom become addicts in the first 
place, the weak, the diseased, the unhappy, most easily fall victim to the lure for 
drugs, and for them the road is cownhill, 

What Is The Answer To The Problem? 

There is no question that the control of narcotic addicticn and narcotic 
traffic is both a public health problem as well as a police problem. That the 
addict is a sick person - no one will contradict + anc while some feel that the 
acdict has been handled too long and too exclusively as a police problem and that 
in dealing with the addict we should take into acccunt the medical and public 
aspects of the problem - we must not lose sight cf the fact that the pusher, the 
supplier who deliberately sets out to reap a profit from the plicht of these unfor- 
tunates should be exterminatec, should be removed from society and should receive 
the severest of punishment, (continued) 
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The poli oo ee ee ee a thorough job along these lines, especially in 

pais caniahehane al “ce ag Ss Be OF occasion been dissuaded from meting out the 

eeeg tae aeedacee se pao al by fast talking lawyers, I don't feel the nec- 
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WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSFUL RETIREMENT? 

Retirement has historically been that time in life when a person terminated his 

usual occupation because of age or illness. The age for retirement is gener- 

ally considered to be 65 — although this may vary. Chronic illness may force a 

person to relinquish his job at any time - although chronicity is related to the 

aging process, rather than to youth. 

Most cultures have placed a high premium on age. The advancing years provided 

seniority since age was associated with wisdom. The Biblical admonition about 

honoring one's Father left little alternative but to respect the elder's judge~ 

ment as final. Older women, too, have been held in high respect. Their know- 

ledge of household management, child-rearing and cooking have been held indis- 

putable. 

During the past twenty years, however, the oldster has assumed a different role. 
He has not fitted into a pattern of sedentary living. Instead, thanks to new 
drugs, efficient eye glasses and hearing aids, grandpa has been able to remain 
active and alert. He competes favorably in social relationships, sports and ine 

dustrial and agricultural output with younger persons. 

Much retirement now is mandatory rather than voluntary. Annuities, Social Se- 
curity and other insurance plans were geared to age 65 - when that age was arbi- 

trarily selected as a suitable one for retirement. Medical science has outdis- 
tanced business and industry in keeping older workers mentally and physically 
fit to meet life's tensions. 

Present day retirement is not looked upon favorably by those approaching age 65-6 
The need for social, psychological and economic adjustments can be terrifying, 
indeed. Among the specific challenges confronting a candidate for retirement 
are: 

l. The sudden separation from fellow workers - and the need 
for making new friends. 

2. The loss of regularity due to job requirements, The termi- 
nation of a lifetime chore - responsibility to his job. 

3. His need to feel important, useful and wanted. 

4, The fear of potential physical limitations. 

5« The death of and separation from old friends. 

6. Since public and private facilities are geared to youth, 
the oldster is at a loss to find his recreational niche. 

It is axiomatic that retirement should not be attempted unless the individual 
wants to retire. Forced retirement can certainly sound a death knell for many 
persons. It therefore, becomes necessary that the retiring individual accept 
the matter of retirement as a normal sequel in the scheme of life. It should 
not be a time for the termination of activities, but rather a period of re- 
awakening and advance, if you will, into newer fields where one may best use 
his accumulated knowledge and skills. 
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Many industries are now sponsoring pre-retirement classes as well as pre-retire- 

ment counseling. Although spearheaded by medical directors, representatives of 

personnel, labor unions and other interests are participating. 

Retirement is a time for a stock-taking of one's economic, health and social con- 

dition. It is time for complete physical check-up, the results of which may de- 

termine what part of the country the person may best live in. Can he withstand 

the rigors of the northern winter or should he move to a warmer climate? This, 

of course, would necessitate separation from friends and relatives as well as 

fraternal organizations. The person may not be psychologically in condition to 

make the adjustment and, therefore, it behovves his physician to assist him 

with such a decision. 

Church affiliations, too, are very important in the lives of some persons since 

all of their social life may revolve about the church program. Should he, or 

should he not, divorce himself from a church situation wherein his roots are 

deep. In another part of the country he may be forced to attend a church of a 

different denomination, lacking in those traditions that have so forcefully in- 

fluenced his life. 

Since recreation is essential to mental and physical well-being, the retiring 

person needs to determine whether he can continue the same kind of recreation 

on a scale consistent with what he has previously enjoyed. That is, can he con- 

tinue to afford a country club membership, or maintenance of a summer camp. Can 

he afford to buy expensive fishing tackle or guns and ammunition. Id he has ale 

ways had the advantage of marine sports, certainly the individual may be very 

unhappy moving to an inland environment affording a different kind of recreation. 

The matter of adjusting one’s finances is perhaps, more appropriate to retirement 

than any of life's other adjustments. Since retirement income is generally smal- 

ler than full-time salaried income, it becomes necessary to curtail many luxur- 

ies. Certainly the man who has been accustomed to two cocktails daily, good 

cigars and choice seats at sporting events may find it extremely difficult to 

eliminate these things from his life. Yet, it still remains an important deci- 

sion for him to make. It necessitates a complete review of one's finances in 

order to establish a retirement budget within one's means. It must be remen- 

bered that during retirement one's credit potential is poor since he has an ale 

most non-existent earning power. 

If the individual chooses to pursue a new kind of productive work or even a 

hobby, it may be necessary for him to pursue certain academic studies. These 

may best be attempted, according to our informants, about five years before re- 

tirement. Universities maintain many courses appropriate to the needs of older 

persons.- Also, local boards of education and adult education programs provide 

many craft courses appropriate to persons who wish to use such crafts either for 

income or for pleasure. 

One of the hazards to a successful retirement are the many advertisements appear- 

ing in-magazines and newspapers which endeavor to lure older persons into separa- 

tion from their funds. The smiling middle-aged couple basking in the sunshine on 

a palatial cruise steamer is generally used as a "come-on" for other top-heavy re- 

tirement insurance programs. Real estate advertisements emanating from certain 

southern states give only a partial story regarding the purchase of land and con- 

struction of homes. They fail to mention the increasing taxes and assessments 

which the persons can ill afford to provide for. 
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The plethora of a chicken farm is notorious among retired persons. Many older 

people are induced to purchase rural property and then to engage in the breeding 

of chickens. Unfortunately, according to our informants, there are more failures 
among the potential chicken breeders than among any other retired group. 

Retirement is actually an opportunity for new activities, new interests and new 
freedom for a more satisfying life. It is not an escape from life or reality, 

Happiness is not thrust upon one when he leaves the customary employment for 
good. He needs to know what he is after, and then plan for it and work for it. 
leisure.can be a real friend if used properly; but a formidable enemy when a- 

bused. One of the most prevalent myths today is that retirees die soon after 
quitting their jobs. Theif mortality is not necessarily correlated with retire} 
ment; again, retirement success dées depend on attitudes, finances, activity 
plans and health. 

Specialists on retiring do not claim to have reduced their studies to an exact 
science, but on this, they do agree: Success or failure in retirement depends 
on how well the retirement program is planned ahead and how the retiree works 
to make the most of his plans when he quits his regular job. The well filled 
retirement is good retirements; the hit or miss retirement may lead to physical 
and mental disintegration. It is obvious that it takes from three to five years 
to plan a good retirement program and it takes just as much energy to hope as 
to plan! . 

Thomas E. Connolly, ACSW 
Alcoholism Information and Referral Center 
277 State Street 
Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 
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THE CATHOLIC LAYMAN A CHANGING SOCIETY 
\ 

By Thomas Connolly 

My intention is to point out the role of the Catholic man in his community. 
In the first place, it is safe to say that our country would not have reached 
its present greatness without Roman Catholic influence in which our Church has 
exceeded others in providing the best in medical care, education on the elementory, 
high school and university levels, fine programs of social welfare, music, art 
and literature, We have demonstrated family stability by discouraging divorce and 
birth control and emphasizing the importance of the family as the basic unit of 
society. These things in themselves have been fundamental to the growth and 
development of this country. We must bear in mind, too, that many of the Catholic 
people who emigrated to America were severely handicapped by language difficulties, 
lack of formal education and proverty. Yet with those handicaps they haae emerged 
to & position of intergrity as Catholics and ag Americans. We have little to be 
ashamed of because of the great contributions we have made through our Church. 

Our Catholic education system is growing at a tremendous rate. Our people 
are ready and willing to build and maintain schools; more would be construted 
if only Religious personnel cou)’ be found to staff them. And remember our 
Catholic schools are not only unweual because they recognize God in the classroom; 
but because scholarship standards are maintained at a very high level. Ne 
blackboard jungies can possibly be tolerated in Catholic schools because of the 
kind of training being afforded pupils. 

Our Catholic hospitals and related medical and social institutions around 
the nation have set a pattern for others to follow. One is always mindful that 
the Mayo Brothers Clinic at Rochester, Minn. would hardly have come into being 
were it not for the self-sacrifice of the Nuns who had sufficient faith in the 
original Mayo Brothers to maintain a setting in which the doctors might work. 

_ The fact that the Sisters of Charity were the only group of woman with sufficient 
courage to nurse the lepers in this country is an inspiration to all of us. 
For over 100 years they have managed the U. S. Leprosarium at Carville, Ia. 
and interestingly enough, net one of the Nuns have ever contracted leprosy. 

All such programs in this country are unique because for the most part 
they represent contributions of the laity with, of course, the wise counsel of 
the clergy. It has not been so in other countries, however, where government 
alone has been responsible for advances in social welfare. In Europe 
practically all social organizations are under government supervision. Royalty 
down through the centuries has contributed heavily to the construction of 
cathedrals and other church buildings. The little man like you and me have not 
been given the privilege of creating agencies and institutions as is the case 
in the United States. 

Construction of a church, school ar hospital does not terminate the layman's 
responsibility. He must go on from there and maintain that institution. He 
must defend it and keep it at a high standard of operation. 

We Catholics have not only a stake in Catholic programs but because we 
are so well integrated in the population, we are responsible for a variety of 
other programs since the Red Cross, Civil Defense, Hospitals, the public schools, 
parks playgrounds and higways all belong to the people at large and we are people. The Roman Catholic member of the community not only supports his own Catholic 
programs but he also supports related public programs. He has a dual role. 
He takes greater responsibility than many other persons and therefore becomes a 
more valuable member of the community. 
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The importance which is now attached to the concept ef Catholic Action has 
helped to reinstate the laity in its proper position as a definite "order" 
within the Church with its own specific function. As Pope Pius XII has declared, 
"the faithful, and more especially the laity, are in the front line to the life 
of the Church; by them the Church is the vital principle of human society." 

The Church has its structure consisting of the clergy and bishops, etc., 
where administrative functions rest. But the means by which this life is able 
to penetrate into the world, to become the leaven of human society, to re- 
construct the world according to the principles of the Gespel, is the laity. 
In the past perhaps, the emphasis hag always tended to be on this hierarchial 
structure and every effort has been made to perfect it in every detail. It is 
obvious that this could be dangerous since it makes the Church appear to stand 
apart from the world. Perfect, no doubt, in its ewn structure of liturgy, 
theology, and organization, but separated by a great gulf from the ordinary world. 

We have much al ystake ag Catholic men because we carry considerable responsi- 
bility. Did you eve® realize that you are essential to the operation of good 
public schools, a good police department, fire department, etc? You pa) for 
them. They are yours. They are established for your welfare and your protection 
and if they are not functioning adequately, it becomes your obligation to do 
something about them. 

Very selden do Catholics ever complain about their Church and Civic 
Obligations. In the first place, we im America have always taken responsibility 
for our programs and because we are proud of them we see no reason to object. 
We can hardly be other than good citizens because we are so deeply involved 
with community institutions. It is almost inconceivable that a Roman Catholic 
could become a good Communist, becanse to become a good Communist his whole 
nature would need to change. He would need to remake nis personality which 
our psychiatric friends assure us 19 a most unusual thing for anyone to do. 
So while you are involved in supporting your Church, aiding and abetting your 
Reverend Pastor iu his program, helping Community Chest, Red Cross, Civil Defense, 
hospitals and other organizations you are fulfilling your mission on this earth 
and you are certainly heediag the admonitions of Plus X by making yourselves 
felt and heard as Catholics and ag Americans. 

It is we, the laity, who form a bridge between the Church and the world. 
The layman belongs integrally and vitally to the Church; but he also belongs 
to the world. Nowadays we realize, perhaps more than ever in the past, the 
immense need there ig to redeem the world = not merely to redeem people from the 
world but to redeem the world itself, to enter into its economic, social and 
political life and to strive to bring the principles of the Gospel to bear on 
its; to enter into its intellectual life and try to make the influence of a 
Christian philosophy felt in the universities, the arts and in the whole pattern 
of its cuture. We live in a world which has become progressively alienated from 
Christianity and which needs to be redeemed on almost every level of existence. 

This must be above all the work of the laity and it is for this reason that 
the lay apostolate has become a matter of such importance. Certainly, the 

laity is the "kingdom of priest" which makes you a lay priest in your parish. 

It ig new recognized that there is a need for the laymen and the new 

concept of sanctity, a sanctity which is deeply and fully engaged with the world 

and for which the Sacrament of Matrimony has a unique importance. This is not 

to gay that the ideal of the religious life has lost any of its value, but it has 

to be seen in the wider perspective of the Christian life as a whole. Many 

Christians today confronted with the problem of being radically detached from 

the world and dedicated completely to Christ, and yet at the same time to be 

engaged with the world, implicated in its essential problems and working for 

its redemption. 
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It is upon the layman that the primary responsibility falls for bringing 
the Gospel directly into the heart of the world and forming a Christian society there. 

What is demanded of the layman is not only knowledge and zeal for the 
principles of the Gospel, but also a very close and exact study of the facts of 
any situation, economic, social or political, in which he is involved and of the 
feelings of the people affected by it. This means that he may have to work with 
people whose ideology is very different from his own and cooperate in movements 
which may have no specifically Christian character and yet need to be injected 
with the spirit of the Gospel. The problem is present in nearly all political 
parties, in the trade union movements and in those many spheres of social 
welfare where Catholics are found to play no little part. 

This penetration into the world demands intelligence on the part of the 
laity; it requires people to think for themselves and to be prepared to act inda- 
pendently, while still keeping to the guidance of the Church and its general prin- 
ciples. Thug the great need ig for the intellectual formation of the laity. It is 
here that the immensity of the task which is set the laity in modern times becomes 
apparent. lDurilag the past two or three centuries the world has made advances be- 
yound ail precedent in science, history, philosophy — indeed, in every sphere of 
knowledge. In almost every case these advances have been made without any refer- 
ence to the Church and often in direct opposition to it. Yet all this knowledge 
belongs of right to the Church, because all truth, whether human or divine, derives 
from Christ and can be properly understood only in relation te Him. 

The Catholic, therefore, hag a double task. He must first assimilete all 
this new knowledge; he has to magter its technique and submit to the rigorous re- 
quirements of its methods. But at the same time he has to exercise a continual 
critique of all its principles and conclusions. He can never-accept the pre- 
suppositions which underlie much of modern thought, but has te submit them to a 
dragtic revision. A good example of this is to be found in the Catholic attitude 
toward the psychology eof Freud. The Catholic must be prepared to learn everything 
that is to be learned from the psycheanalytical method of Freud and from its basic 
insights, aud at the same time must reject entirely the materialistic basis on 
Which Freud constructed his system. 

A great threat and challenge has come upon the American people during the 
past few years and that is automation. Briefly, it is a push-button age. Whereas 
automation tends to increase the demand for persons with high mechanical skills, it 
decreases the ugeflulness of average people. We hear of an automatic pill being used 
to heat our homes, frozen menus of a thousand and one varieties ready for heating 
and serving in restaurants: vacuum brushes which clean the streets of large cities, 
each brush displacing 40 street cleaners; the use of supersonics frequently con- 
trolled by ene or two persons instead of 100 persons. What happens to the little 
man in all this? Frankly, he finds himself off the periphery of meaninglessness. 

Walter Reuther of the CIO-AFL has promised a 34 day work week in his in- 
dustry in the very near future. The use of mechanized bookkeeping and filing equip~ 
ment we are told may cut down the workday to 4 hours in many offices. 

Needless to say, this sew leisure which we are told will not affect our 
living standards particularly, will give us all much more free time — and what to do 
with that time? The recreation people are attempting to speed up construction of 
parks, swimming places, bowling alleys, etc. because of the new leisure. The police 
are frankly terrified, because historically, as leisure increases the crime rate 
advances. 
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What are we as Roman Catholics to do should we have a 36 day week —- a 4 

hour day, mind you ~ 18 hours of labor a week perhaps with a higher salary and 

better living conditions and with perhaps no chores whatsoever te be done about the 

house because everything will be controlled by pushbutton. 

The challenge of Catholic Action, the admonitions of Pope Plus X may be 

the answer to this new era which is rapidly approaching. There will now be more 

time available for Church and community service on the part of all of us. 

Anong the many opportunities available for the Catholic layman are primar- 

ly assisting our Reverend Pastors with their multitude of duties. Ina large city 

parish with which the writer is familiar, a retired food broker asked his Pastor if 

he might volunteer his services to in any way help the Parish program. The Pastor 

admitted it was impossible to find a suitable cook and the Curates were frankly 

suffering from poor nutrition. After carefully evaluating the situation, the re- 

tired food broker recommended a plan by which the meal each day is catered and 

hot plates delivered to the rectory at a sched luled time. This has been found in- 

expensive in that it saves the cost ef a full-time cook. The Priests are much 

happier with their food and it has improved their health. 

Iu another incident, a retired woman social worker remains on duty two 

hours each evening atthe rectory, screening persoas desiring interviews with the 

clergy. Since many persoug may only be shopping for service, the woman social 

worker ig wel] eaulpped to head them off. She ig veritably saving the valuable time 

of the clergy by ‘referriag parighiovers te appropriate organizations for help and 

only referring cases to the Priests which appear te her to be essentially spiritual. 

are examples of serviceg which the laity may reader with or without 

our changing world. How we use our new leisure depends upon one’s 
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ixperience has proven that there is no one set of methods and techniques for 

teaching family life education, but adequate preparation is an essential. 

Many teachers have been somewhat unconventional in their approach to family life 

education in order to best pursue their goals. 

Persons who best relate to pupils frequently do the best family life education job. 

A relaxed and informal environment, frequently provides the best learning climate in 

this areae The discussion method is one of the best ways of approaching this material. 

1. Autobiographies, profiles, or self-portraits written by 

students and used with discretion. 

2. Check-lists used as “ice breakers” for student-teacher 

conferences. 

3. Debates. 

4, Discussion technique, with the following variations: 

& Buzz groups 

b. Circle discussion (each person contributing in turn) 

Ce Open discussion 

5 Films. 

6. Novels, short stories, poetry, drama, television. 

7+ Opinion Polls 

8. Problem-solving approaches. 

9. Personal counselling - resulting from teaching situations 

10. Problem-detecting inventories to serve as guides in planning 

course content. 

ll. Participation in nursery school laboratories. 

12. Panels. 

13. Using photographs to stimulate discussion (one teacher has 

sent such pictures home with students for family discussion.) 

14. Studying needs of wider community in planning broad family 

life program. 
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17. 
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19. 

20. 
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sociodrama skits, with variations. 

Role playing, with variations. 

senior seminar idea. 

student panels going on to tell community groups about family 

life classes. Also sample cif@sses for student body or 

community groups. 

Team-teaching. 

Tape recordings. 

a. Of resource persons from the community. 

b. Of class discussions, then listening to them again. 

ce Of role playing sessions. 

Watching TV programs, then following with discussion. 

Working with P.T.A. or other community groups in planning 

family life programs. 

Using resource persons from wider community. 

Individual or group research projects by students. 
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SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF GENERAL AREAS IN THE FIELD OF 
PREPARATION FOR MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION 

I — THE FAMILY 

What is the family? Now, then, and future. 

A. 

Be 

C. 

The 

Ae 

Be 

The 

A. 

Be 

Ce 

De 

Ee 

F. 

The family - a natural society - the basic unit of life 

The family today compared with the family from the days of the 

past until the present 

The future family - forms, varieties, changes. 

foundation of the primary social institutions. 

A desirable social structure 

The family as the foundation stone of standards, attitudes, ideals 

family and society 

Background for family living and growth 

Family living as a cooperative process 

Family and the communtiy 

Family and the state 

Family and the nation 

The family of mankind (World - universal family) 

Customs, law, morality 

Factors in successful family life 

Ae 

Be 

Ce 

De 

EK. 

F. 

Ge 

He 

Leadership and loyalty 

Authority and obedience 

Virtues and their practice 

Sound religious life 

Self-control as the companion of personal growth 

Development of sound character and wholesome personality 

Security and love 

Firm dealing with obstacles to a well-ordered family life 
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6. Members of the family in their proper relationship 

A. Father and mother - parenthood, a two-way job 

Be Children 

C. Grandparents 

D. In-laws 

E. Other members of household groups 

7. Obligations and rights of membership in family circle 

A. Responsibility of being a parent 

B. Responsibility of the children in the family; Towards parents. 

C. Respect for the individual; for the common good 

D. Consideration of others; spirit of cooperation and helpfulness 

E. Duties of authority in the home; acceptance of direction 

F. Maintenance of high standards in the family head and in its members 

II - NATURE AND CONDITIONS OF MARRIAGE 

l. Marriage as a contract 

A. Definition of marriage 

Be Definition of a contract 

2. Conditions ef a valid contract 

3. Matrimonial contract 

A. Nature, purposes, conditions 

Be Requisites for a valid marriage contract 

i. Persons capable of marrying 

ii. Mutual consent 

4ii. Matter subject to contractual relations 

iv. Observance of prescribed formalities 

C. Effects of matrimonial contract 

4, Factors affecting marital state 

A. Freedom in choosing life partner 
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Be. Unity and permanence 

C. Physical and moral health 

D. Reasonable economic security 

E. Religious harmony 

F. Ability to make adjustments in marriage 

Purposes of marriage 

A. Procreation and education of children; fulfilling divine command 

Be Mutual fidelity, devotion, and assistance 

C. Sanctification of love 

Blessings of marriage; offspring, conjugal loyalty, permanence state, 

affection, companionship 

Obligations of the married 

Ae To each other as life partners 

Be To children as their own flesh and blood 

C. To society as its smallest social unit 

Impediments to marriage; nature, state, religion, age, economic status, 

education 

Elements strengthening marriage - the keystones of marital success 

A. Personal sacrifice 

B. Unselfishness 

Marriage - a private relationship? a public trust? a Divine mandate? 

or mixed source of duties? 

III — PREPARATION FOR MARRIAGE 

Remote preparation 

A. Development of emotional maturity and stability 

B. Good life and personal habits of virtue 

i. Happy homes promote happy marriages 

ii. Ability to face and work through problems 
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C. Sense of responsibility arising in marriage 

D. Knowledge of skills and duties of married life 

E. Financial preparation 

2. Proximate preparation 

Ae Dating, company keeping and courtship 

i. Purposes of dating and companionship; current dangers 

ii. Nature of love and how recognized 

iii. Length of courtship 

ive At what age to marry? 

vo. Aids in choosing &@ good partner - social contacts arising from 

family, church or community events 

vi. Ideal qualifications of good life mate in man and in woman 

@) Community of tastes, ideals and social standards 

b) Community of education, reiigion and good morals 

c) Comradeship, respect, admiration and pride 

Gd) Health, good disposition and family heritage 

é) Character resulting from long training 

vii. Understanding types of adjustments in married life - biological, 

social, economic, emotionai, moral, religious 

Be Engagement 

i. Conditions of worthy engagement 

ii. Meaning of engagement 

iii. Conduct during engagement 

iv. Study of virtues of good mate 

v. Safeguard of moral integrity of both persons 

vi. More complete knowledge of marital duties 

vii. Exchange of views on married life 
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Effects of marriage on the personality 

i. Series of adjustments 

ii. Increase in bond of affection, mutual cooperation, constant support 

Immediate preparation 

Ae 

Be 

Civil - a) License; b) pre-marital tests 

Religious - fulfillment of religious requirements 

The marriage - a solemn events; importance of 

Ae 

Be 

Ce 

Time 

Place 

Circumstances 

IV - QUALITIES FOR HOME AND FAMILY 

A healthy environment 

Mutual Respect 

Wholesome home atmosphere conducive to good life 

Ae 

Be 

C. 

De 

Ee 

Congeniality, friendliness, hospitality, cooperation and confidence 

Good housekeeping, cleanliness, order, and understanding - sharing work 

Good literature, entertainment, companions, sharing of interests and 

recreation 

Affection, protection, security, mutual trust, a safe place to be 

Home is most important influence in the formative years of the 

child, in moral health and in physical health, in educational and 

social aspects in practice of Religion 

Respect for authority and rights and duties of the individual through 

understanding of the 

Ae 

Be 

Laws of God - manifest through nature and the guardians of Religious 

worship 

Parental-child relationships. 

i. License versus discipline - goal is self discipline 
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ii. Good example and spirit of cooperation 

iii. Consistent discipline by both parents 

C. Laws of the land 

D, Consistency in standards and regulations in home, school, and in 

the community 

E- The protecting member 

5 Financial security 

Ae Just wages 

Be Sound sucial and labor legislation 

C. Family Allowances 

De Provision for family independence through planning 

E. Place ct voluntary savings 

V —- CHILD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT 

‘te Mental health of childhood 

A.» Parental preparation for training the child 

B. Importance of the first years of life 

C. Social and emotional growth of children at various age levels 

such ass infancy, pre-school years, early school years, and adolescence 

2 Religious and moral training in the home 

3- Social training in the home for successful membership in society 

4, Emotional development from infancy to maturity 

4A. Understanding children’s emotional reactions: fear, anger, jealousy, 

affection 

B. Help in dealing with emotional needs 

CHILD CARE AND DEVELOPMENT 

5e ‘eX education as one aspect of his total education 

Ae Recognition of sex as a noble and normal part of life 
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To be woven into child’s training and not made a separate and 

distinct area 

A wholesome approach to sex as a key to greater family understanding 

Concept of right and wrong with reseect to sex 

sex training: Outside home? By whom? In what manner? When? 

Wherever best done 

Group discussion for parents to gain understanding 

Leadership and responsibility in sex education 

social diseases 

Preparing a child for adolescence 

stress on the child as an individual who needs parental love, affection 

and recognition 

Awareness on the part of parent that the child learns by precept, reason 

and example - and from his peers today 

VI - THE ADOLESCENT AND THE YOUNG MARRIED ADULT 

The adolescent - the between age (13 - 21) 

A. 

Be 

Ce 

De 

Ee 

Meaning of adolescencg - stepping stone to maturity and marriage 

Understanding the young at this age ~ motivating youth to wholesome 

habits and attitude 

i. Family councils 

ji. The adolescent’s outlook 

Tasks of adolescence - choice of vocation, independence from family, 

adjustmen t to the opposite sex, development of philosophy of life, 

and in some the selection of a mate. 

Reasons for parental restraint on adolescent activities 

Facilities for recreation in community, school, and religious centers 

The adolescent 

A. Mental, emotional, physical, spiritual problems and needs 
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Be Danger points in youthful ignorance 

i. Common mistaken ideas and attitudes towards sex 

ii. Petting 

iii. Unlawful sex experiences 

C. Control of the sex impulse through development of engaging interests 

D. Respect for the opposite sex 

E. Sex information suited to adolescent needs 

3. Young adults in marriage 

A. New responsibility and care 

Be New adjustments in life 

Ce Future happiness and success 

D. Marital status and work, recreation, religion, home life 

E. Rights and privileges 

F. Duties and restrictions 

VII - HOME ECONOMICS - FAMILY MANAGEMENT 

1. Household management 

2. Newer implication of nutrition 

e Consumer skills 3 

4, Meal planning 

5. Table service 

6. Food preservation 

7+ Home nursing and first aid 

8. Clothing 

9. House planning and decoration 

10. Budgeting 

A. Family councils 

Be. Allowances 

Ce Food and rent 
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D. Clothing 

E. Recreation 

F. Church and community obligations 

Ge Credit, borrowing, lending, lures of advertising 

H. Health maintenance 

I. Savings and Insurance 

J. luxuries Ke Cultural enrichment 

VIII - MA@DERN ERRORS CONCERNING MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE 

Attitude toward children 

A. Jack of understanding prior to marriage about children 

Be Are children really wanted 

C. Rejection of children by parents 

Reasons for marital strife and family disintegration 

A. Unfaithfulness to wedded spouse 

Be Shunning duties and burdens of married state 

C. Incompatibility - an excuse for severing marriage ties 

D. Divorce and broken homes 

Ke Emotional immaturity 

F. Finances ~ keeping up with Mrs. Jones ~ effect of ads in 

magazines and TV commercials 

G. Interference by relatives 

H. Weakening of religious ties and effects on family 

I, Variance in religious affiliation 

Je Alcohol O. Easy Divorce laws 

K. Error in selection of mate P. Refusal to accept marriage 

Le Rejection of authority as a permanent state 

M. Individualism based on self interest 

N. False appraisal of values 



THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD MENTAL HEAITH IN THE MODERN FAMILY 
BY 

Thomas E. Connolly, A.C.S.¥. 

Family is a word for destiny. The family circle surrounds the globe. In our country 

the daily routines of forty-one million families generate and give direction to the 
driving force of democracy. In all countries, government reflects, in some degree, 

family patterns, hopes and aspirations. 

In the past, concern with the family has varied. There have been those who have re~ 

garded the family as bedrock, and have ardently promoted its social health and longev- 
ity. Other groups have regarded the family as the stubborn, inflexible barrier to all 
social progress, and have sought its destruction -—- sometimes on a grand scale. 

Inevitably, however, the family manages to survive and quietly defeats its foes. It 
remains the primal community, the earliest school, the basic government. It is the 
institution behind the community council as well as the mob, behind the university as 
well as the reformatory. 

Presently our churches and other community agencies see the need for strengthening the 
family. A united family is a defense against Communism and other social and political 
forces attempting to change our way of life. The family wit is a weapon against at- 
tack. It strives to protect and nurture each member so that he may realize his ful- 
lest potential as a useful citizen of the community. 

The family is taken for granted in our society. It does not come to public attention 
until it deviates from established patterns of community living. 

AS young married people begin to see that their feelings towards people and situations 
are rooted in their childhood experiences, they will need help in resisting the tempta. 
tion to evade responsibility for their current behavior by rationalizing. The imma~ 
ture husband or wife may all too readily conclude that he is a victim of childhood ex- 
periences, and for that reason neither responsible for nor able to change his present 
behavior. Hence, early marriage conflicts are bound to arise. The short engagement, 
excessive petting and perhaps premarital sexual experience may tend to discourage the 
newly-weds. The glamor and romance of marriage may already be destroyed, leaving 
only the more practical matters. Budgets, in-laws, nights out, Church attendance, 
association with friends, all need careful rationalization. Without complete under- 
standing, tolerance for the other's philosophy of life and deep emotional attachment 
are essential to keep the couple together. 

One fundamental of good mental health is that the individual must recognize the role 
of emotion in human life in order to understand, focus and control his feelings and 
thereby achieve his own and society's goals. 

He can develop that recognition in group discussions which emphasize that in the pro- 
cess of growing up ne increasingly gains the satisfactions of self-realization, even 
though one must relinquish some of the attitudes and behavior patterns of immaturity. 

It is essential to good mental health that one understand basic human emotional needs 
and drives and the morally and socially acceptable ways of satisfying them. 

A primary guiding principle for all people striving for sound emotional health is that 
they should gain insight into themselves, their own behavior and its motivations. 
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Mental health received its first great stimulus in World War I. When increasing 
numbers of “shell shocked” men were returned from the front, it became apparent that 
the screening they had received as draftees had been inadequate. The screening, for 
physical fitness and gross evidence of mental illness or deficiency, had excluded 
personality factors. 

This experience, which showed that personality problems and their genesis needed ex 
ploring, gave great impetus to the mental health movement in this country ...a 
movement aimed at preventing mental ill-health rather than at mere diagnosis and 
treatment. 

By World War II the Armed Forces realized that personality deficiencies can be more 
crippling to an individual and to the services than loss of limb. From the outset, 
each selectee in World War II was carefully screened for personality factors which 
under stress or radically changed living conditions, might precipitate him into neur- 
oses or psychoses. 

It quickly became apparent that the mental health movement, despite every effort to 
reach into the lives of all our people, had not as yet achieved vital significance in 
the homes, schools and other institutions that influence the growth and development 
of young people. 

More than 865,000 men (17.7%) between 18 and 37 years of age were rejected for mental 
disease out of 4,828,000 total rejections from the beginning of Selective Service to 
August 1, 1945. This figure does not include rejections for neurological conditions 
nor for mental deficiency. Moreover, the term Mental Disease as applied to those ree 
jected did not in all instances mean acute mental illness; it included those person- 
ality disorders that made the individual a poor risk for military service. 

Since no screening process is perfect, many service people in World War II were still 
to be found in military hospitals, in the guardhouse or brig - in difficulties because 
of deep-rooted mental habits and attitudes. 

The newly married couple should ideally give careful consideration to the creation of 
a family. Child-birth should not be accidental. In fact, it should be carefully an- 
ticipated, financially, spiritually and economically. 

The importance of the creation of a human being cannot be overemphasized. For is it 
not true that we plan our houses, car repairs and other essentials of today’s living? 

Few persons, indeed, have had the benefit of premarital instruction. Such information 
is available from Physicians, Clergymen and Social Workers. The Cana Conferences for 
engaged couples sponsored by the Roman Catholic Church are said to be most helpful. 
Other community groups also provide similar services. 

A prominent Catholic Clergyman recently informed the writer that 10% of engaged couples 
break their engagements after attending the Cana Conferences. Although the reasons 
vary, Many couples feel they are not ready to assume marital responsibility. 

The Cana Conferences are mandatory. “No punches are barred,” said one Priest. “We 
give them the works on sex, in-laws, finances and toleration of each other.“ Instead 
of marrying on a wave of passion,” he continued, “they are made to realize this is a 
serious business. They are pro-creators.” 
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Every child brings into the world a gift from his parents . . . complexion, color of 
eyes and hair, skeletal structure, stature tendencies, facial characteristics. Some 
of one’s father and mother, grandparents and great-grandparents - of even more remote 
ancestors ~ is in everybody's physical make-up. 

But the total personality of a human being also owes a great deal to his environment. 
From birth, the people around a child; the care love and protection they give him, 
his needs and the degree to which they are adequately (or inadequately) met - all 
exert their influence on his personality and his feelings towards the world. 

Physical factors can affect mental attitudes and conversely, mental attitudes can af. 
fect physical health. A well-rounded personality is easier to achieve when one has 
excellent health. Headaches, upset stomachs, malnutrition, poor muscle tone and fa- 
tigue may have destructive effects on one’s ability to get along with people and to 
function at one’s best. 

The foundations of physical health and fitness are laid in an individual’s childhood 
by the care and nurture he receives; by the exercise he gains by crawling, walking, 
running and later playing with other children; by the many health and safety measures 
his parents take. later it becomes his responsibility to maintain maximum physical 
nealth and fitness. The extent to which he accepts this responsibility indicates his 
emotional maturity. 

Family background, customs and traditions; national and community codes; economic, 
educational, cultural and religious patterns affect the individual as a social being 
and contribute to his philosophy of life. 

The child’s development begins as he first plays with other children and learns to 
know his relatives and friends. His personality is influenced by these relationships 
and by the things his playmates - and adults - consider important. Their values cause 
noticeable group and social consciousness, even in a young child. 

later, the groups become increasingly important, fostering one’s opinions on movies, 
recording and fashion fads, one’s feelings about school and one’s ideas of what consti- 
tutes a good time. The attitudes of the group have cogency for the growing boy or 
girl and motivate much of his or her behavior. 

Generally speaking, young people tend to share their parents views on moral values. 
But since their friends may also influence their attitudes, young men and women need 
to realize that they should not buy good standing in the group at the cost of their 
principles. By following the group to the detriment of one’s convictions, one fails 
to acquire a sound, mature personality. 

Emotions - feelings - influence people strongly. The emotion of love, for example, 
influences men and women to make great sacrifices for each other. A child’s love for 
his parents may make him carefully hoard his pennies and nickels (that Might otherwise 
go into bubble gum or ice cream) for their Christmas or birthday presents. Mature 
love of country and affection for his buddies will make a man willingly risk his life 
in combat. 

a knotions can also influence people in destructive ways. Anger can motivate harsh and 
cruel words or acts. Fear can create such envy and jealousy of another’s success that 
it embitters the individual and makes him ungenerous and unkind to a competitor. 
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To develop a mature personality it is necessary to understand emotion and its powerful 

influence in one’s life - an influence that can make one work for fine goals and help 

one in achieving them. 

One often hears the expression, “He's his own worst enemy.” Many people are their 

own worst enemies because they let emotion guide their behavior to the exclusion of 

reason, judgment and experience. 

Fear, for example, is a normal emotion experienced by everyone. Fear can serve human 

beings; it alerts them to danger. But the man of proven ability who won't take a 

better job for fear of possible failure is allowing emotion to rule his life to his 

own detriment. 

Emotional growth is part of total personality development. It is of such vital sig- 

nificance in both civilian and military life that the Armed Forces consider the indi- 
vidual’s emotional tone to be as important as his physical health and fitness. The 
Armed Forces try to determine the feelings of prospective recruits about people and 
things, 4nd try to estimate their use of emotion to build or destroy, and brought out 
in initial interviews, are clues to the likelihood of an individual*’s successfully 
adjusting to military life. 

In much the same way, increaSing numbers of Civilian personnel directors are attempt- 
ing to forecast (through pre-employment interviews by psychologists or psychiatrists) 
the degree of success they may expect their employees to achieve in meeting day-by-day 
job responsibilities, in getting along with both colleagues and supervisors, and in 
handling pressures and emergencies. 

More and more wives are interviewed with husbands by employment counsellors. For 
certainly the kind of wife one selects, their “oneness” (if observable) are important. 
The attitudes displayed by man and wife to each other can be measured to a degree, 
however. A wholesome family Situation is more likely to aid in a good job adjustment, 
better production and better mental health. Hence, the role of the husband in his 
family situation becomes of increasing importance. 

The spiritual growth of an individual is extricably tied in with his emotional growth 
and social development . .. and with his environment. His aspirations, and values, 
creative abilities and aesthetic appreciation, and his ability to relate himself to 
his Creator and his fellowman will be deepened and enhanced by happy emotional growth. 

Early in life a child begins to make choices of behavior, exhibiting the root develop- 
ment of conscience. His first choices - whether, for example, to eat a piece of candy 
now or wait, as his mother has said, till after dinner - are motivated by his desire 
to hold his parents love and approval and by his fear that they may withdraw that love 
and approval. 

Later the child adopts his parents’ values about right and wrong and begins to use 
Considerably more thought and judgment in making his choices. He is also influenced 
by the example, aspirations and ideals of his parents and other adults he admires. 

AS he grows up, his church experiences or his contacts in clubs and young people’s 
groups with spirttually oriented people his own age or older continue to affect his 
Spiritual growth and development. 
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One of America’s most famous clergyman, the Reverend S. Parkes Cadman, the Rev. Norman 
V. Peale or the Bishop Sheen of his day - left the writer with tvo very meaningful 

statements. They vere delivered at my High School graduation exercises - "Faith can- 

not be taught, it is only caught.“ An in religion “we cannot teach, we only reach." 

It becomes evident that one’s Spiritual life is the sum of his moral standards, his 

respect for his fellowman, his self control and his belief in the God of his choice. 

Mental or intellectual equipment differs from person to person. Personality reflects 
the way people regard their intellectual equipment and the use they make of it. 

As a factor in personality, brilliance of intellect is important only to the extent 
to which the brilliant person uses his mind constructively and accepts brilliance for 
what it is .°. . a gift he has not earned, a personal responsibility. Normal intel- 
lect must be similarly regarded as an endownent that carries personal responsibility. 

No one should belittle a person of limited intellect. We all know people whose kind- 
ness, consideration and generosity so far outweigh their intellectual limitations that 
one nevertheless respects, loves and enjoys them. Furthermore, everyone knows people 
who gain respect and relative success by putting their capacities and talents, how- 
ever limited, to fullest use. 

In contrast is the naturally gifted individual who fritters away talent because he 
has no worthwhile goals or ambitions. Immature or spoiled, he may believe he is 
superior to hard work; his philosophy may become “the world owes me a living." His 
mistaken self-appraisal may lead him to shirk the responsibility of his talents by 
lazy, wishful thinking. 

The human mind, like the rest of the human organisms, responds to repeated experience, 
to habit. The contributions intellect makes to a mature, stable and wholesome per- 
sonality depend essentially on good habits of study, reflection and thought. The 
best mind in the world would be like a runaway horse - out of control and even poten- 
tially dangerous - unless tempered by good habits and self-discipline. 

Une field of psychology has made it possible to test individual skills, aptitudes and 
intellectual capacities with considerable accuracy and success. But testing provides 
only broadscale measurements, not a complete assessment of a persons capacities and 
ability to use himself productively. 

Unfortunately, we have no test for marriage. For mating, yes; but for the many hours 
of social companionship in marriage only two persons can best adjust themselves. 

"Money" is said to be the root of all evil. And so it is in the causes given for 
family break-up. In earlier times families were built on faith in God, family and 
each other. Now, however, much depends Upon one’s credit potential. Such material 
objects as automobiles, television sets and automatic laundries are now accepted as 
essential to normal living. A few years ago they constituted luxuries available only 
to the rich. Our American system of economy has made these items available to all 
persons on the simplest terms. It is well that families have modern conveniences. 
They allow for more time together. The financial burden may have sound advantages. 
The young husband and father who needs to meet due dates an his bank note is less like- 
ly to loiter in bars or seek companionship outside his home. Financial obligations 
like emotional and spiritual obligations can be compelling and therefore inspiring. 
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It is only when tradegy strikes, addiction to alcoholism becomes evident, or emotional 

interests outside the home interfere - does the spell break. All too often indeed, 

family breakdown occurs at this point. The weight of economic pressure becomes great- 

er than mutual love and respect and the structure is beyond repair. 
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It is at this point that society learns exactly what makes a family tick. Community 

agencies, relatives, the clergy etc., are frequently helpless in rebuilding families. 

Guilt feelings supercede fond memories in their intensity. Wild recriminations lead 

to violent accusations and the spell of love, romance and sometimes even parenthood 

cannot be recaptured. 

Careful economic planning therefore, is important tc family life. Advice of friends 

and relatives should be sought and used. 

Family is a word for destiny? The writer still believes so. The readings completed 

for this document provide no blueprint for the normal well-adjusted family. Instead, 

many criteria are offered. How these are used depend upon the emotional maturity, 

intellectual capacity, Spiritual balance and economic positions of the individuals 

involved. 

Does not one’s place in life depend upon the use of his potentials? Since these vary, 
we cannot determine the model family. Relationships between men and women are sacred 
and therefore not measurable. Unfortunately, again, we know little about family life 

until it breaks down. 

The majority of American families, however, continue to survive because they are using 

the best equipment God gave thems Spiritual, emotional, cultural and economic. 

That is their destiny. 
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Many organizations bring new Board members together 
for “orientation" or other briefing intended to make 
them more effective. For the time being, however, 
we will attempt to "orient" you through the medium 
of this brief statement. 

Won't you please review the following pages and give 
us your reaction? This will not completely orient 
you, but it may be a good beginning toward active 
Board membership. 

WHY YOU WhRE CHOSEN... 

4ctually because other Board members through the 
medium of a Nominating Committee felt that you were 
interested, useful and willing to serve. You may 
have special skills or you may represent a par- 
ticular profession or 
industry which may be 
of value to the com- <> 
munity through this a 
Council. 

There may be some 
other specific 
reason for your 
being chosen such 
as a personal in- 
terest in Alco- 
holism, community 
organization or 
health education. 
At any rate, here 
you are on the 
Board, so let's make the best of our relationship. 

YOUR PREREQUISITES .. 

In addition to the interest and skills you bring 

to our Board, there is one very important factor 

in the ability of citizen-sponsored groups to im- 
prove health conditions. You have become the 
"public" in the mental health movement. From the 
beginning of that movement, the citizen has played 
avery important part. His interest, his enthusiasm 
and his willingness to realistically face local is- 
sues and to exert his influence for the common weal 
are all essential. 

The Board member must believe in the organization. 
There is no point in being part of a team unless 
one likes the team. No attempt was made by the 
Nominating Committee to represent people culturally, 
religiously, racially or economically. You were 
selected because you are you - and that's that! 

Our Board truly comprises a good cross-Section of 
the residents of Schenectady County. This is your 
opportunity to rub elbows with Mr. Average Citizen 
on important civic issues. 

Time is expensive, but unfortunately Board members 
are called upon to give of it freely. ivery effort 
is made by the office staff to save the time of 
volunteers but there are occasions when only the 
volunteer and his integrity can save situations. 

The Board member should be counted upon to express 
his opinions at meetings, to interpret the angency's 
program among his friends and associates and to 
keep abreast of developments within the organiza— 
tion. 
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WHAT EVERY BOARD MEMBER SHOULD KNOW... 

A Board member of the Alcoholism Council of Schenec- 
tady County, Inc. should know that our organization 
is a private corporation licensed by the State of 
New York. 

OUR PURPOSES ... 

The AGENCY, desiring to assist in the planning and 
coordination of community services for Alcoholism 
in the Schenectady County area shall seek to perform 
the following services: 

A. Provide a direct service to families and 
individuals affected by the problem of alcoholism by 
the operation of an information and referral center 
for alcoholism. 

B. To organize a community wide program for 
combating the problem of alcoholism through a broad- 
ly representative committee on alcoholism. 

C. To study the needs of alcoholics, as well 
as services available, and develop and recommend a 

program of care and rehabilitation for the alcoholic. 

D. To undertake a program of education and 
information in the community around the needs and 
services relating to alcoholics. 

EZ. To develop and recommend suitable referral 
procedures and arrangements for the continued follow- 
up of persons using the services of cooperating agen- 
cies. 

F. And to render any services related to pro- 
blems caused by alcoholism. 

OUR STRUCTURE... 

The Council operates under a yearly contract with 

the Schenectady County Mental Health Board. That 
Board provides funds for our total budget. fifty 

per cent of the funds are reimbursable by the state 

Department of Mental Hygiene, Division of Community 

pervices. 

Other Alcoholism Councils in New York State are 

similarly structured, particularly Albany and Rens- 

seleer. 

Consultation services are available to us by the 
aforementioned groups, as well as the Division of 

Alcoholism in the State Department of Mental Hy- 
giene. We are also an affiliate of the Community 
Welfare Council of Schenectady County, Inc. 

The National Council on Alcoholism in New York City 
has solicited our affiliation. This has not been 
consummated because of our budgetary limitations. 
The National Council, nevertheless, has been most 
cooperative in providing us with materials and con- 
sultation services. 

Our local council is affiliated with the New York 

state Association of Councils on Alcoholism and the 

North American Association of Alcoholism Frograms, 
Washington, D. C. 



JUST WHAT ARE Wie DOING? 

» day in the life of a professional staff member of 

the Council would probably be a frustrating experience 

for a New Board 
Member because 

of the variety 
of activities 
going on. The 
active commit- 
tees at this 
time are - - ea 

y 
Kducation Committee 
kxecutive Committee —\\ 

Nominating Committee =) 
Finance Committee SS 
Homeless Men and : 

ad hoc committees 

as needs arise. 

Considerable counselling is provided to clients and 
their families prior to referring them to Alcoholics 
Anonymous and the various social agencies, Hospitals, 
Clergy, etc. staff members are participating in 
Community activities such as: 

Executive-Supervisors Committee 
oCAP, and the 

Community Welfare Council 
National Rehabilitation association 
National Association of Social Workers 

i 

® 
O
N
 

| 

JUST WHERE ARE Wi Hi ADD? 

A veritable fountain of information, the Council 

offices are used considerably by students in the 

various educational institutions hereabouts for in- 

formation on Alcoholism and related subjects. A 

library is maintained as are numerous films which 

are constantly in use. Film forums and speakers 

are provided schools and organizations without cost. 

Meetings are held frequently in order to give our 

various committee members a complete understanding 

of community problems before action is recommedded 

by the Board of Directors. 

HOW IT ALL WORKS... 

Approximately two months prior to the Annual Meeting 

the president, with the approval of the Board of Dir- 

ectors, appoints a Nominating Committee of five men- 

bers who will present the names of candidates for 

election to the Board of Directors at the Annual 
Meeting. 

The Board of Directors in turn selects an Executive 

Committee from Board membership with in 30 days after 

the Annual Meeting. ‘he Executive Committee con- 
sists of the officers and four other persons. The 

Executive Committee meets at least once monthly to 

consider the business of the Council and to make 

recommendations to the Board of Directors for action. 

The President appoints all committee chairmen, who 

in turn are free to select their own members. 

Committee chairmen generally comprise the Program 

and Budget committees, thereby giving themselves 
an opportunity to satisfy the needs of their par- 

ticular committee. 
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The Council, in addition to its national and state 

affiliations, is also involved with the New York 

State Department of Mental Hygiene, the City Health 
Department, the various hospitals, Churches, schools 

and social agencies of the community. In fact, every 

segment of the population is in one way or another 

influenced by the Council during the year. In ad- 
dition to their daytime meetings with community 

groups, serving as consultants and supervisors, staff 

members give innumerable talks before interested 
groups throughout the County. Whereas more recently, 
the wisdom of such talks is being questioned, (what 
with the competition of radio, television and other 
educational media), nevertheless, such programs are 

being continued for the time being for public re- 
lations reasons. 

Board members, too, meet from time to time with com- 

munity groups to discuss the role of the Council and 

just as soon as you are ready and willing to accept 
any such commitment, the staff will be very glad to 
give you all possible assistance. 

AND TO COMPLETE YOUR 
"ORIENTATION" 

No doubt by this time 
many of you have re- 
ceived a copy of our J 
Constitution and By- Va. 
laws and a list of ee: 
fellow Board members. 
A copy of our last 
Annual Report, and 
those covering pre- \ 
vious years, are on 
file at headquarters . 
if you care for Ps 
them, 

in To 

We also have the Minutes of the various functioning 

committees of the Council. All these are like bits 

in a mosaic which go to make up the total pattern of 

good community public health which is the goal of the 

Council on Alcoholism. 

HERE DO I GO FROM HERB? 

All this is intended, of course, to make you a 

zood Board member. You should attend all Board 

meetings and make yourself heard. If anything is 

not clear to you, please feel free to have a member 

of the staff visit you for elucidation. Feel free 
to call the President, too. 

As a representative of the Council (and it is a 
distinction), feel free to attend any open community 
meeting related to any of our objectives. Community 
people are glad to know of your interest and your 
presence will always add considerable to the impor- 
tance of an occasion. Furthermore, it could be edu- 
cational. 

There are active Board members and obituary Board 
members. We hope you will continue in the first 
category and take a live, genuine interest in the 
affairs of the Council. If there is anything which 
dissatisfies you, please refer it to the President 

“or the Executive Director. The Staff members are 
your employees and your representatives in the com 
munity. They are safeguarding vour integrity. If 
there is any reason to question their activities, 
please feel free to do so. 



CONCIUSION... 

This brief document cannot answer all your questions. 

No such document can, for new questions constantly 

arise; but it is intended to serve the immediate we 

purpose, particularly for new members of the Board. 

You are the mind and will of our organization and 

you, therefore, have a big job. The more you know 

about the Council on Alcoholism, the better you 

may serve it and the more challenging and rewarding 

you will find the experience. 

What Greater Reward Could You Have For Your Efforts? 

Prepared by: 

Thomas E. Connolly, ACSW, Executive Director 
Alcoholism Council of Schenectady County, Inc. 
277 State Street 
Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 


